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STATEMENTS BY PRESIDENT FORD ON ILLEGAL ALIENS

September 12, 1974
"The Illegal Aliens legislation is necessary to establish
clear guidleines regarding the law for employment of
aliens who work in this country. The House has already passed
a bill.
I would hope the Senate could consider this mea~ufeduring the fall term.
·
.November 18, 1974
11

Current estimates by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service indicate that there are some 4 to 7 million illegal
aliens in the United States. Prompt action on a pending
illegal alien bill would help solve this critical problem
by providing sanctions against the hiring of illegal aliens.
This would make more jobs available for our own citizens.
December 9, 1974
The President urges passage ofthe Farm Labor Contractors
Amendment (which was passed on Nov 22 and Nov 26 by the
Senate and House respectively and became PL93-518).
This legislation adds a jail sentence of up to one year to the
present $500 criminal fine, and a maximum fine of $10,000
as well as a maximum three-year jain sentence for subsequent
violations -- including unregistered crew leaders who
knowingly recruit illegal aliens.
January 6, 1975
Executive Order of the President establishing the Domestic
Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM CANNON

SUBJE

Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROUND:
/

On January 6, 1975 you established the Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens to develop, coordinate and present to the President policy issues that
cut across agency lines to provide better programs for dealing with the
national problem of illegal aliens. To date there has been no Cabinet level
meeting of the Committeer,1 and the few meetings of the Committee have been
basically staff discussion groups.
There have been estimates of from 3 to 15 million illegal aliens in the United
States today. The impact of these illegal aliens has been widespread, but
analytical data to substantiate their presence is unavailable. The illegals
have been named as sources of trouble in many key areas of our society. They
allegedly occupy both skilled and non-skilled jobs, which American citizens
could hold. They are often cited as culprits in the rise in crime in the areas
in which they are concentrated. The dramatic rise in public welfare and
medical costs, particularly in border areas1 are also attributed to them.
Increased publicity in the last year has made the public aware of the prevalence
of illegal aliens and their threat to our economic and social well-being. The
negative reaction to the admission of Vietnamese refugees could be taken as a
rough gauge of the mood against aliens, who are potential competitors for
employment during a recession. Lack of accurate data on the illegals, has
rendered analysis of their impact nearly impossible and has prevented an
assessment of the resources necessary to meet the problem.

-2OPTIONS
1.

The simplest alternative would be merely to work out a legislative strategy
for the passage of the Rodino Bill which prohibits employment of illegal aliens.
(You recommended passage of the bill on September 12 and November 18, 197 4.}
No other substantive action would be taken, apart from establishing a position
on the Kennedy Bill_, which would allow illegal aliens residing in the U.S. for
more than 3 years· to be allowed to remain as legal aliens.
Pros
This option would permit a positive measure without incurring
great additional costs or creating mandates for further action.
Cons
It is very limited 11 political 11 approach to the problem, and does
not do much to solve the larger accompanying economic and
social problems .

2.

The next alternative would consist of implementation of option 1, plus a
limited study of some issues related to illegal aliens, utilizing agency personnel, interested state and local officials and consultants. The studies
would be restricted to economic and law enforcement aspects of the problem
such as:
a.

How many and what type of jobs do the illegals take away and in
what industries? Can these jobs be filled by Americans and is the
U.S. labor force adequate and willing to work in jobs now occupied
by illegal aliens?

b.

Do the illegals contribute to capital shortage by sending their
savings to their homeland?

c.

Does the minimum wage become the

d.

What can be done to better enforce existing and proposed laws
dealing with illegal aliens?

e.

How to insure that the enforcement does not discriminate against
legal aliens and U.S. citizens, etc.?

maximu~

wage in border areas?
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Pros
This proposal would provide the data to assess the impact of
illegal aliens in some critical areas.
It would be relatively inexpensive and while a full-time staff
would not be required, agencies would have to commit greater
resources than they have at present.
Cons
This narrow approach will be attacked by interest groups like
county and city governments, who are asking Federal help to meet
the social costs of the illegal alien problem.
·
The economic side of the problem is inter-related with the social,
cultural, and foreign relations aspects.
3.

The third alternative would be a broad, comprehensive examination of the
entire problem of illegal aliens. This would include the elements of options
1 and 2, plus studies in:
a.

The area of social services including an examination of the costs
of welfare and unemployment insurance, the impact and cost of
health delivery, and the cost of education for illegal aliens.

b.

The area of cultural impact such as the characteristics of the illegal
aliens age, skills, background and the willingness to do work that
U. S . citizens are not willing to do.

c.

The area of foreign relations such as the study of how our policy
on illegal aliens affects our foreign policy and vice versa. working
closely with the secretary of State's Committee on Illegal Aliens.

Pros
This proposal is all encompassing, and would provide a large universe
of reliable data with which to assess the extent and resources necessary to deal with the illegal alien problem.
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Cons
This proposal will take time, money and the commitment of a
full-time staff of agency personnel or consultants (..some eatdei fie
~ . The full study would probably not be completed
by 1976.
The results of the larger study, particularly in the social services
area, could produce evidence of the inordinate costs of illegal aliens
on state and local governments. This could create pressures for
Federal subsidies to ease the problem.

/'

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

-.

JANUARY 6, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

---------------------------·-----~·-----------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
January 6, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL
Secretary of State
Secretary of the Treasury
Attorney General
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Secretary of Transportation
Assistant to the President Baroody
Director, Office of Management and Budget
Chairman, Council on Economic Advisers
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality
Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency
Director, ACTION

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee

OD

IVesal Aliens

I am today establishing a new Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
This Committee will develop, coordinate and present to me policy issues that
cut across agency lines to provide better programs for dealing with this
National problem. The .Attorney General will serve as the Chairman of this
Committee. The membership of the Committee will consist of the Secretary
of Statel' Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary
of Commerce, Secretary of Labor, Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, .Assistant to the President Baroody, and the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget.

GERALD R. FORD

#II

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20530

March 11, 19.7 5
-~

·ro:

Attached List of~essees

FROM:

Jonathan C. Rose
Associate Dep y Attorney General

SUBJECT:

Cabinet Committee on Illegal A.liens

As discussed at the February 28, 1975 meeting, two
task forces will be es~ablished to study particular issues
relating to the illegal alien problem. Dr. Marrs of the
White House will head one task force with the responsibility of studying the 7• feasibility and public acceptability
of requiring proof of.citizenship of legal alien·status
prior to obtaining employment. The task force will have
representatives from INS, HEW, and the Domestic Council.
I
would suggest that INS designate a representative familiar
with the work of the Federal Advisory Committee on False
Identification. Dr. Marrs will arrange for the task force
meetings.
A second task force will be headed by a representative
from the Department of Agriculture.
INS and Labor will
have representatives on this task force.
It will estimate
the economic impact of leg lation which entirely removes
illegals from the country. The study will focus both on
agriculture on the Southwest border and urban e:rqployers in
big cities like New York. Additionally, the study will
consider what the options are available concerning workers
now in the country. The Department of Agriculture will
arrange for task force meetings.
The next Cabinet Committee meeting will be held at
10:30 a.m., Friday, March 21, 1975 in the Office of the
Deputy Attorney General.
I would hope that Mr. North
would be present to explain some Department of Labor
studies on the economic impact
illegal aliens.
Attachment
Addressee List
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...

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

Updated
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SPEECH BY
LEONARD F. CHAPMAN, JR., COMMISSIONER
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

BEFORE THE

EXECUTIVES CLUB OF CHICAGO

12:00 NOON
FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1975
LA SALLE HOTEL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I/

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen.

It is a pleasure to be here and

to have this opportunity to speak to the Executives Club of Chicago.
I always welcome an occasion to speak to an audience of businessmen.
I believe it is the business community -- the employers -- in this nation
who are going to have to help solve one of the great problems our country
is facing today ••• if it is going to be solved at all.
That problem, which I plan to discuss with you today -- illegal
aliens -- is one in which we all stand to lose

-- business, labor and

everyone else -- unless steps are taken soon to combat it.

The problem is

hav!ng a major impact on our country right now.
A million or more jobs are lost to American citizens because illegal
aliens hold employment and compete for job openings; money earned by illegal
aliens is sent out of the country to families back home, instead of being
spent in the United States to support our own economy; untold amounts are
lost to Federal and local treasuries in the fonn of unpaid taxes; and many
more dollars are added to our tax bills each year to make up for the cost
of services, such as schools, welfare and medical care which are utilized
by illegal aliens without paying their share of the cost.

To illustrate the scope of the problem, last year the Immigration
Service apprehended 800,000 illegal aliens.
were caught in this country illegally.

Nearly one million persons

Yet that is merely the tip of the

iceberg.

The great majority of illegal aliens never see an immigration

officer.

In 1974 we found lO times more persons illegally in the United
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States than we did just a decade ago, but that was only a small percentage
of those who entered ••• perhaps 25 per cent.

And we located no more than

10 per cent of the illegal aliens residing in the nation.
While Congress has set limits resulting in no more than 400,000 legal
immigrants to the United States each year, there are several times that
many coming in surreptitiously across our borders.

Or they are entering

as tourists, for visits that in theory will last only a few weeks

but in

reality often turn into near-permanent resettlement.
The economic impact of these vast numbers of uninvited guests is
substantial.

Yet, I believe the debilitating effect on our social structure

of suchwholesaleviolations of our law is even more serious.
down of immigration law and order

This break-

cannot help but weaken our nation.

There is no questioning such a breakdown.

We estimate there are up

to 10 or 12 million aliens living illegally in this country.

For all

practical purposes they are virtually beyond the reach of the Immigration
Service.

There are a half million or more within this Chicago area, in-

cluding portions of Indiana and Wisconsin.

And more are coming each year.

To cope with this vast number the Immigration Service has 1,700 agents
to patrol the nation's borders, and just 900 investigators who are spread
thinly throughout major cities.
ment officers.

In the Chicago District we have 66 enforce-

And their job includes not only apprehension of illegal

aliens, but the time consuming responsibility for investigating fraud
against the immigration laws.
past 10

This force has grown very little in the

years, while the problem they are charged with solving has grown
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ten-fold at least.

We do receive some help from local police, although

they do not actually have authority to make arrests for violation of
immigration law.
Although it is relatively easy to slip across our 6,000 miles of
mostly open border, many aliens pay large sums to smugglers to bring them
in to the interior of the country.

Fees of $200 to $700 are commonplace,

and the cost may run to $1,200 or $1,500.
Last fiscal year we caught 8,000 smugglers in the process of smuggling
83,000 aliens.

This was double the number of aliens we caught being smug-

gled the previous year.

Yet because of clogged courts and busy U. S.

Attorneys, few of the smugglers are prosecuted, even though they are
subject to penalties of up to five years in prison and $2,000 fine for each
alien being smuggled.
In addition, fraud against the immigration laws is rampant.

Last

year our investigative force completed 17,000 fraud cases, triple the number of 10 years ago.
gated many more.

And with additional manpower, we could have investi-

There are currently 14,000 fraud

ca~es

pending, and

we have 65,000 leads on the location of one or more illegal aliens.
The use of counterfeit, altered and fraudulently obtained documents
iseJ.ss increasing.

Last year we found 8,400 fraudulent border crossing

cards in the Southwest.
number in actual use.

And this was obviously just a few compared to the
These fake cards are now so available that the

counterfeiter's price on the street has dropped to about half of what it
was just a year ago.
- 3 -

Sham marriage to gain resident status under the law is another fraud
that has become collUilOnplace.

In some areas nearly 100 per cent of our

fraud investigations involve just this one aspect.
We devote considerable effort to uncovering rings which specialize
in arranging fake marriages

for aliens at $1,000 to $1,500

One case in Miami which we are still investigating

a marriage.

offers a good

illustration.
A woman there who is

a citizen had married at least six alien husbands,

and each of her two daughters had married three alien men.
husband had two marriages to alien women.

Her common law

All 14 marriages were to facilitate

entry to this country.

One of the men whom the woman had married brought

two children with him.

Although she had been paid well for each of the

marriages, this enterprising lady applied for and collected welfare in each
of her six married names.

Not wanting to miss out on a good thing, her

two daughters were collecting welfare in each of their three married names.
And the lady was also collecting an Aid to Dependent Children welfare check
for the two children brought in by one of the men she had married.

In

total, there were 13 welfare checks involved.
And, finally, she was assigned a rent-free public housing apartment,
which she had sublet and for which she was collecting rent.
The total cost to the public of this burgeoning enterprise was several
thousands of dollars, and resulted in the fraudulent entry into this country
of at least 14 aliens.

- 4 -

Aliens come to this country for just one reason -- to work, earn money
and send it home.

And when they are unsuccessful in finding work, they

often end up on welfare rolls.

Los Angeles County recently sent the Immi-

gration Service a bill for $8 million for medical care they had provided
to illegal aliens over one year.

Later they filed a suit in federal court

to collect.
In 1973, the California State Social Welfare Board estimated the cost
of welfare payments to illegal aliens to be at least $100 million a year.
And last December, a Superior Court judge in California ruled that aliens
may receive welfare in the state without proving that they are legally in
this country, unless they have already been ordered deported.

There are

estimated to be in excess of one million illegal aliens in California, so
you may judge what impact that will have on welfare costs in the state.
The total of the many costs to taxpayers of the illegal alien problem
is difficult to measure.

It is undoubtedly substantial.

A large part

of our$10billion balance of payments deficit is the result of money which
is earned here and sent out of the country by illegal aliens.
The income tax loss is an elusive figure to determine.

However, to

obtain an indication of the total problem, we ran a pilot program with
Internal Revenue for three months last year.
to IRS 1,700 illegal aliens

In that period we referred

whom we suspected had tax liabilities.

From

this small sample, IRS collected $168,000 out of a total assessment of a
quarter of a million dollars.

- 5 -

How do the aliens avoid taxes?

It's simple.

They claim as many

dependents as is necessary to avoid having tax withheld.

We recently

apprehended an 18-year-old boy who was claiming 18 dependents.

We are

now working with IRS to set up permanent programs to recover more of
these funds from aliens we apprehend.
However, as significant as these other costs are, none is as serious
as the jobs that are lost to U. S. citizens and legal aliens because of
the presence of illegal aliens.
Unfortunately, too many people are under the mistaken impression
that the only jobs held by illegal aliens are in farm labor or on jobs as
busboys or parking cars that no one else wants.
once, but it no longer is the case.

That may have been true

The old image of the Mexican peasant

picking lettuce in the hot sun for a dollar a day is not accurate.
Many persons still consider the illegal alien situation to be strictly
a

Mexic~n

problem.

That is no longer true either.

As a matter of fact,

in the Northern indµstrial cities, where the higher paying jobs in factories
and construction are to be found, the illegal aliens we apprehend are mostly
non-Mexican.
It is in the cities where opportunities exist for the illegal alien
to work and escape detection that the problem is most severe and the impact
on employment is greatest.
Although 90 per cent of the 800,000 apprehensions we made last year
consisted of Mexican nationals, nearly all of these were in the Southwest
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border area.

In cities of the Northeastern industrial area, where many

illegals hold good paying jobs, 97 per cent of our apprehensions were
non-Mexican.

Even in the Southeast, the number of non-Mexicans appre-

hended was 70 per cent of the total.

And many are holding good jobs.

Here in Chicago last month, we apprehended 559 illegal aliens, of
whom 432 or 77 per cent were employed.

Of that number, 396, or 92 per

cent were making more than $2.50 an hour.
$4.50

And 20 per cent we]'.'e making more than

an hour.
That is 432 jobs in one city in one month that were made available

to unemployed citizens.
limited resources.

And we were operating within the constraints of

In answer to the statement that illegal aliens take

only jobs that Americans shun, I would like to point out that 41 per cent
of our nation's black teenagers are unemployed.
ment is 20 per cent.

Overall, teenage unemploy-

I am confident that a majority of these young people

would welcome many of even the lower paying jobs that are held by illegal
aliens.
The frustration of young people -- black and white -- being unable
to find work is obviously a very dangerous element that leads to increased
crime and other serious social problems.
A national news magazine this week stated that "Employers find they
can fill jobs that pay only $2 or $2.25 an hour for gas station attendants,
security guards, dishwashers.

Those openings are often grabbed up by

people who used to earn two or three times as much."
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Nearly a year ago, the Wall Street Journal observed that there were
growing numbers of applicants for unskilled jobs.

They cited as examples

2,800 applications for 40 jobs as meter readers, and 1,600 for jobs as
animal tenders at a city zoo.

There are many more unemployed now than

there were a year ago.
Still, we find illegal aliens in jobs paying considerably better than
$2.25.

While unemployment in the construction industry is nearly 20 per

cent, we find illegal aliens working as painters earning nearly $10 an
hour.

We find them working in Washington installing dry wall in a new

condominium project earning more than $6 an hour a.nd we find them working on
construction of the metro subway system, with earnings of $400 a week.
Most of these jobs are held by non-Mexicans, and most entered the
country as tourists or students, simply found work and remained here.

More

than 6 million visitors entered this country last year, and our records do
not show the departure of 10 per cent of those --more than 600,000 people.
Our records system is not perfect, so even if it is in error by 50 per
cent, there are at least 300,000, probably many more, who failed to leave.
Many of these are college graduates or are skilled persons who can
and do take highly-paid employment.

A list of tourists who stayed on to

work in this country and were apprehended by the New York Immigration
office alone in recent weeks includes a Greek plumber making $12 an hour, a
Jamaican carpenter making $7 a.n hour, a Japanese airline office worker
making $4an hour, a West Indian lab technician making $6.80 an hour,
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a Liberian working as assistant manager in a shoe store earning $5.25 an
hour, a German secretary making $5 an hour, a native of Trinidad making

$5.30 an hour as a welder.
You probably read last week about the apprehension of nearly 50 persons
by a janitorial service and earning $3.75 an

hour here in Chicago

All of these had entered the country as tourists and had failed to
depart.
I have told the Congress

and I have told others that with legislation

making it unlawful to employ illegal aliens and some modest increases in
manpower to enforce the law, the Immigration Service could quickly make
available one million jobs which are now held by persons not legally
entitled to be in this country.
I believe that eventually there will be a law requiring employers to
determine the legality of prospective employees.

Right now a House Judiciary

subcommittee is holding hearings on the Rodino Bill, which has previously
passed the House in two different Congresses.

This bill would make it un-

lawful to hire knowingly an illegal alien.
Some say the bill is too weak in that it allows the employer to shift
the responsibility back to the alien by simply having him sign a statement
attesting that he is legally in the country.
The Immigration Service has suggested to the committee and I support
a proposal which would require employers to obtain not only a signed statement from each job applicant as to citizenship or legal residency but would
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also require documentary evidence of the information furnished in the
statement.

Among the documents which are not considered suitable identi-

fication is the Social Security card.
one by mail.

Until recently anyone could obtain

There are some 200 million in circulation, and even now the

Social Security Administration will issue a card to an alien who needs
one for college purposes or to open a bank account, even if the law does
not permit that alien to hold a job in this country.
I believe the only practical way to stop this silent invasion of
illegal aliens into our nation is to turn off the magnet of jobs that draws
them here.

If we continue to allow anyone to obtain employment, without

regard to their legal entry into the nation, then millions will continue
to come.

And only when the United States economy has fallen to the level

of less developed nations and there are no more opportunities here

will

they stop coming.
Populations of Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Colombia and other
Latin American countries will double by 1990.
even more rapidly.

Labor forces are growing

Half of Mexico's population is under 15 years of age.

Its labor force totaled 16 million in 1970 but will be 28 million

in 10 more years and 40 million by 1995.
The push-pull forces of limited opportunity in their own countries
and the magnet of economic well being in the United States are driving
these people to America.

They are so desperate that there is little they

won't do to achieve their goal of finding jobs in this great land of ours.
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For nearly 200 years America has been a land of plenty.

We have

been fortunate to enjoy adequate resources, an abundance of energy,
plentiful food and jobs for nearly everyone.

Now, we are finding short-

ages in many of the necessities we have taken for granted.

Nearly 7.5

million Americans are out of work and our seemingly inexhaustible raw
materials are beginning to run low, causing us to become over dependent
upon foreign sources.

I am not suggesting that we turn our backs upon

the rest of the world nor upon the needy and developing nations.

However,

I do not believe we can absorb the world's unemployed while our own workers
go begging for jobs.

Nor can we continue to accommodate into our popula-

tion several million unaccounted for persons each year, who add to the
burden of our cities, our welfare rolls, our schoools and our hospitals,
while contributing little of their earnings to our economy.
I am confident that most -- nearly all
obey a law against hiring illegal aliens.

American employers would
It has been my experience when

speaking before businessmen that they are shocked to learn of the magnitude
and the impact of this problem on our country, and they want to do something to correct it.

Furthermore, I am convinced that except for a few

unscrupulous people who deliberately employ illegal alien labor to their
own advantage, most employers are not aware that they may be hiring illegal
aliens.
I believe legislation such as that being considered now will be a
major step toward correcting this.

For the first time the nation will be

on record against employing illegal aliens with a national policy to that
effect.
- 11 -

In the meantime, it is my hope that as businessmen become aware of
the seriousness of this problem and the consequences to our nation, they
will begin on their own to take steps to avoid hiring illegal aliens.

A

thorough check of references and past work history is already done routinely
for many job applicants.

I would like to see this extended so that the

employment chances for anyone entering this country illegally for the purpose of finding a job would become minimal.

And I would like to see

companies publicly announce their intention to avoid the hiring of illegal
aliens.
Discouraging the illegal alien job applicant -- either by law or by
the cooperation of employers -- is virtually the only answer to the problem,
short of fencing in our country or building the Immigration Service to an
immense size -- two choices that I surely do not advocate.
As long as there are people and nations who

ar~

poor and as long as

our policy of an open border remains, we will always have a problem of
persons trying to enter our country in any way possible.
The situation is such that I believe it demands immediate action.
It affects all segments of our social and economic life, and it is going
to take cooperation on the part of business, labor and government to deal
with it.

The time to start is now.

Thank you.

DOJ-1975-03 '
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April 2, 1975

Mr. Richard Dunham, Director
Domestic Council
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D. C. 20500
Dear Mr. Dunham:
For your information and review, we are enclosing a copy of a
resolution adopted by the membership of this Association during
the 98th Annual Convention in Austin, Texas, March 26, 1975.
This resolution expresses to the Congress of the United States the
TSCRA 1 s opposition to H. R. 982, The Rodino Bill on Illegal Aliens.
Your consideration of this resolution and our position will be appreciated.
Sincerely,

II~ 9-2

77? t!-ZJU
HILMAR ~·MOORE
President
HGM:dws
Enclosure

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association
recognizes the problem our nation faces in controlling illegal aliens that have
taken jobs from American citizens, and
WHEREAS, members of this Association are employers of persons
with Spanish surnames and do not want to be faced with a situation which
would require discriminating against those persons, and
WHEREAS, the members of the Association do not want to serve as
the policing force in the illegal alien problem and yet be subject to criminal
penalties for not properly policing the criminal problem,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Texas and Southwestern
Cattle Raisers Association express to the Congress of the United States its
position on H. R. 982, The Rodino Bill on Illegal Aliens, that they are opposed
to legislation that would put the burden of solving the illegal alien problem
on the backs of employers by making them the police force in the fight against
illegal aliens and imposing criminal sanctions on employers for the criminal
acts of the illegal aliens.

Adopted at the 98th Annual Convention of the Texas and Southwestern Cattle
Raisers Association, March 26, 1975.

April 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM-FOR:

Dick Parsons

FROM:

Kathleen

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Aliens -- A Summary

Ryan~~

Background:
The Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens was established by Presidential order on January 6,
1975. Membership on the Committee includes: the Attorney
General, Chairman; the Secretary of State; the Secretary
of Treasury; the Secretary of Agriculture; the Secretary
of Commerce; the Secretary of Labor; the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare; Assistant to the President
Baroody; and the Director of Office of Management and
Budget.
The purpose of the Committee is to develop,
coordinate, and present to the President policy issues
that cut across agency lines so that better programs can
be developed for dealing with the national problem of
illegal aliens.
The country must examine the continued validity
of the basic assumptions underlying our national immigration
policy. The Committee feels"it must begin to make immigration policies, laws, and other enforcement rational and
honest."
The American Immigration System:
In America at first there was no immigration
system at all: everyone was welcome. Exclusionary
legislation started in 1882 -- the Chinese Exclusion Act
of that year.
In the 1920's the exclusionary policies
were supplemented by more complicated origin quota systems.
These systems set a maximum quota for the number of immigrants
to be admitted from each nation of the Old World. All
these laws of the period regulated immigration from the
Eastern Hemisphere, but not from the Western Hemisphere.
In 1965 Congress finally passed the Immigration
Amendments. This highly intricate system was designed
broadly to meet three goals:
to facilitate the unification
of families; to allow the admission of some workers with
needed skills; and to permit the arrival of a relatively
small number of carefully defined refugees,
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Illegal Aliens:
The United States today faces the
tremendous problem of illegal aliens. Reliable data,
or any data at all, on these illegal aliens, illegal
immigrants as they are called-by the Department of
Health, Education,and Welfare, is unavailable. No
one is certain what effect these people have on the
country as a whole. The major cause of their great
influx is the economic disparity between the UnitedStates and the country of origin of the illegal aliens-:
Last year the number of illegal aliens
located exceeded by 121,000 the number of aliens
admitted as immigrants. There have been estimates of
from 3 to 15 million illegal aliens in the United States.
Of the approximate 6 million temporary visitors to
the United States in FY 1974 10% or 600,000 did not
depart upon expiration of their authorized stay~ Yetf
50% of this number usually can be resolved by clerical
means leaving 300,000 cases unresolved.
(Immigration &
Naturalization se2vice Statistics)
During the past five fiscal years (1970-74),
a total of 422,875 deportable aliens were located who
had been admitted to the United States as nonirnmigrants,
and of this number 82% were found to be student and
visitor status violators. (I&NS} HEW evidence indicates
that the illegal irrunigrant is typically 21 to 61 years
of age and able-bodied.
It has also been charged that illegal aliens
tend to spend a large share of their earnings in their
home country, and this may result in a foreign exchange
loss of at least $150 million per year..
(Department of
Agriculture)
Legislation:
On May 3, 1973 the House passed HR 982,
known as the Rodino bill. It was not passed by the Senate
in the 93rd Congress. The present Congress has had no
markup of the bill, but hearings have been held.
The bill would prohibit employment of
illegal aliens and utilize a three--tiered pena,lty structure (warning and taxation for first offense, followed
by imposition of civil and then criminal penalties.)

.-
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HR 981, also not passed in the 93rd Congress,
would make technical adjustments to the Immigration and
Nationality Act. The central feature of the bill is
the creation of a preference system applicable to the
Western Hemisphere because there has been a long waiting
period for Western Hemisphere visa applicants due to
the quota of 120,000 a year. This bill has been endorsed
by the Department of Justice.
summary of· the Departntent Reports:
A charter and agenda of issues were sent
by ex-Attorney General Saxbe on January 17, 1975 to
the various departments involved with the Domestic
Council Committee on Illegal Aliens. The responses to
the memorandum generally answered the questions posed,
and few original ideas were supplied.
· Department of Ju·stice
Mr. Leonard F. Chapman, Jr., Commissioner
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (I&NSl,
responded to the memorandum. Mr. Chapman is convinced
that the present national effort to solve the illegal
alien problem requires concerted government-wide
cooperation and feels the presence of large numbers of
illegal aliens within our country has an impact on
practically every sector of our society.
A small amount of data on the characteristics
of illegal immigrants has been obtained from apprehended
aliens. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and
the Department of Labor have awarded two consulting firms,
Linton, Mields and Coston, Inc., and TransCentury Corp.,
a contract to design a major study to determine the size,
characteristics, and impact of the illegal alien population.
I&NS hopes to receive funding to do the study which is to
be completed by late 1976.
To control foreign visitors to America I&NS
hopes three developments will help. First, I&NS and the
Visa Off ice are developing a secure documentation system
which will make it difficult for an overstay to establish
an identity. showing legitimate presence as an alien i·i.
this country. Secondly, they hope for passage of the
Rodino bill. Third, I&NS and the State Department are
jointly working on an improved control program over entry
by one high risk categ-ory of visitor -- by eliminating the
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waiver of visa requirements pertaining to entries into
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands ..
To help solve the problem of deportab'le
aliens admitted as nonimmigrants I&NS suggests a threesided approach. The program of information exchange
between I&NS and the Visa Office should be intensified.
I&NS should expand its cooperative effort with the local
Employment Service Off ices to find illegal aliens holding
high paying jobs in areas of great unemployment. Liaison
with the Internal Revenue Service must be expanded so
that a more extensive tax collection program can ne
inaugurated ..
'When asked how Justice and HEW could. cooperate
in the concept of a Unive:rs'a:l 'identification card, their
response was through the efforts of the Federal Advisory
Commission on False Identification.
I&NS is developing
a secure alien identification card which incorporates
unique identification features.
(They do not state what
is unique.)
These two efforts, along with the HEW
concept of a Standard Universal Identifier (SUI}
applicable to a National Health Program, they feel
provide some common ground for cooperation. Nowhere
does the department state categorically if it is pro or
con the universal identification card.
The Department of State:

L. Walentynow·icz

The State Department feels that only a
definitely chartered group will give the problem of
illegal aliens the kind of study, comprehensive review
and ultimate output it deserves. The Canadian government is also currently reviewing its immigration policy
and has issued a "green paper" on the subject.
Traditionally, U.S. immigration policy has
not been primarily determined by foreign policy considerations, altough it has had -- and continues to have -substantial foreign policy implications. Mexico is the
only country with which the illegal alien problem has
become an important foreign policy issue. Mexico cannot
support its growing population, and the Mexican people
look to the United States for economic betterment.
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State points out that implicit in the JacksonVanik amendment to the Foreign Trade bill, which states
that all countries sliould permit free emigration, is the
commitment to the idea to admit some of those aliens
permitted unrestricted emigration.
With respect to the control of nonimmigrant
aliens the Department feels that it is possible that more
effective implementation of the existing system coupled
with enactment of legislation to penalize employers
who give employment to aliens not authorized to be so
employed, and to prevent unauthorized self-employment,
will accomplish the desired goal of controlling foreign
visitors. The department does not believe that there
is any hard evidence to indicate such an approach would
unduly impede commerce and trade~
State also feels that a broad statement on
the underlying princiEles of imm:ig;ration by the U.S ..
Government should be promulgated initially. After
the views of those affected by immigration policies -pressure groups in business, agriculture; labor
organizations; and specified ethnicities -- have been
voiced and considered, should the Committee make
specific proposals. The Canadian government employed
·this method.
Department of Treasury:

David R. Macdonald

The Department of Treasury dealt with
the aspects of tax·ation of illegal alrens. A 90-day
test to determine the feasibility of an IRS/I&NS interagency effort to improve compliance with Federal Tax
laws by apprehended illegal aliens was completed in
June 1974. The vast majority of illegal aliens
interviewed during this test had no taxes withheld
from their wages, were claiming high numbers of
exemptions to avoid paying taxes, or simply had no
intention of paying Federal taxes.
This test substantiated
a long-held belief that illegal aliens in the United
States represent an area of noncompliance.
The IRS, I&NS and the Social Security
Administration are presently developing a test program
to secure the payment of withholding taxes by employers
of illegal aliens.
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Treasury feels that something must be done
to ensure tax compliance with regard to nonresident and
illegal aliens, but it is equally opposed to a" uh'iVersal
identif ic·ation card.
·
The Department of Ag'ricultu·re:

J. Dawson Ahalt

The Department of Agriculture fu\s discussed
two issues: the impact of illegal aliens on the u . s ..
farm labor situation; and current U.S .. labor needs.
As in every area dealing with illegal aliens reputable
data is unavailanle.
Competition with U.S. agricultural workers
comes from both illegal aliens and the "green carder. 11
The latter is an alien who has been issued a permanent
work permit and enjoys comparatively free movement across
national. borders. The "green card" is an I~l51 and blue
.tn color ..
In the field of agriculture competition
from illegal aliens occurs primarily in the short term
' markets. Each employed alien is occupying a· job that
would otherwise be available to a U.S. worker-. Yet,
most short term domestic workers, enter agriculture
to provide a seasonal source of secondary earnings.
These people are most likely to be displaced by seasonal
illegal alien workers.
To the extent that illegal alien labor
represents an increase in the total labor supply, the
illegals depress the wage rate paid all workers in a
given labor market.
According to Agriculture there has been a
shift in domestic labor use over the past three years
toward intermediate and long-term employment with but
few apparent wage incentives.
The Department's response to the questions
of the physical existence of a suf f icien.t domestic Tabor
supply and the ability to improve seasonal labor management capabilities are ambiguous.
Most border areas have integrated economies.
To totally restrict illegal alien workers would result in
severe short run damage to the economies on both sides
of the border. The Department feels gradual, scheduled
changes in the availability of jobs or wage rates for

•
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illegal workers should be encouraged in order to avo~d
disastrous consequences to the farmers employing these
workers.
·
Ce;i;tifi:cat;i:on of additional temporary aliens
is a conceptual possibility, but the administration would
require a radical departure from past immigration enforcement policies.
Agriculture concludes that domestic labor
could easily substitute for displaced aliens if a large
domestic supply of secondary and moonlight labor existed.
Otherwise an expensive system of income transfer p&y,ments
would have to be established to absorb personal fncome
loss when not working.
The DeEartment of Co:mmerce:

Karl E. Bakke

The Census Bureau has informed ~he Depart-·
ment of Commerce that there is no simple or inexpensive way in which to obtain data on a population that
does not want its characteristics known. Thev also have
no estimates as to alien transfers out of the~·United
States.
Commerce has not systematically investigated
the extent of illegal alien immigration or the size of
the illegal alien population. And at present no reliable
methods have been developed by them for making estimates
of this group.
The Department does state that the relative
contribution of alien immigration to poi;,rnlation· growth
has increased substantially since 1960 because alien
immigration has shown a steady moderate increase, and the
annual number of births has fallen sharply during the
period. Natural increase continues to be a far more
important contributor to our population growth than net
immigration in spite of the decline in the number of
births and a moderate rise in the number of deaths.
Commerce believes that natural increase is likely to
remain a greater contributor to population growth in
the future, unless the laws controlling immigration
are changed .

•
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The Departmen·t of Labor:

Alf red G. Albert

The Department of Labor has no independent
source of data regarding illegal aliens, and relies on
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The major policy change which Labor feels
should be considered would in effect eliminate the
'labor certification as a condition for the adro.issi:on of
immigrants. Only 40,000 of the 400,000 immigrants are
affected by the labor certification, and Labor thinks it
is a waste of time and money.

.-

The Department believes that illegal aliens
are increasingly working in jobs that citizens and
permanent residents would welcome -- the building trades
is one example. Labor also feels that since illegals
often must accept substandard wages and working conditions,
they interfere with the normal workings of the labor
force and perpetuate those substandard conditions.
Our own labor force, supplemented by the
400,000 immigrants who enter each year, plus the numbers

of non-immigrants who enter for temporary work without
labor certifications, very adequately meet the needs of
of our ec·o·nomy. Assuming tha.t all ·the illegals were
removed and isolated shortages of labor were to develop
either for temporary or permenent employment, the
present provisions of the law provide for the entry of
needed aliens. This is not to say that policy and
procedural changes could not be made which would remove
some of the incentives for aliens to enter illegally or
enter legally and then violate their status, and to
speed the labor certification process for immigrants
while reducing governmental costs.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:
William A. Morrill
...,.,.,.,-~.:
._._

.-·J,,:... ~ :
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HEW initiated l,n 1973 a program :itk".spot:,check
errors in Welfare CQstts._.,., Qn~, 0 ~t;tJ2iE?_S(F, ,ar.e_aS..W~~ aeaignated
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Under the present regulations governing the
Migrant He·a·lth Pro~tram (Title 42 1 Public Heal th Act, Part 56}
any migrant worker is eligible, regardless of citizenship.
Again there are no firm statistics on how much is spent
by the Migrant Health Program on illegal aliens. HEWts
statistics estimate $/. 5 million, or approximately 6. 3%
of the total Migrant Health Program budget for FY'75.
In regard to the issuance of a uniVe'rsal
identification card HEW evidence shows that: 1) the
privacy issues are very real( both in terms of recent
legislation and the increasing tide of public opinion;
2) if the social security card is utilized, HEW estimates
the initial cost to be in excess of $100 1nilli:on and
the marginal annual cost at around $10 million thereafter;
3) assuming the addition of a thumbprint to the social
security card, an extensive amount of time would be
necessary to implement the system; and, 4) very recent
experience with attempts to coordinate the Social
Security Administration's new citizenship identification
requirements with the !&NS have not yet increased their
effectiveness in apprehending illegal immigrants.
Outside groups are also affected by immigration
policy. Ethnic minorities that are leqal U.S. citizens
are many times treated like their illegal "brothers."
HEW feels that it is very important that these individuals
and organizations be contacted in the formulation stages
and before the Committee forwards any recommendations
to the President. HEW has provided a list of some of
these organizations.
Conclusiot1s:
I feel that the reports mainly deal with the
symptoms, and not the causes. The major problem lies
with Mexico, our southern neighbor. Mexico's economy is
in poor shape, and hopefully the discovery of oil will
help.
In 1970 Mexico had a population of .about
50 million. At the current growth rate of 3.5% annual
increase( one of the largest in the world, the Mexican
population will double in about 20 years. By 1985, the
population of Mexico is expected to reach 85 million,
and by 1995 about 120~million.

,,
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The Final Report of the Special Study Grou·E ·on
Illegal Immigrants from J.lexico, January 15, 1973( a.ssumes
1 million illegal aliens, of which 85% are estimated to
be Mexican, and 58% of these to be migrant workers.
If this percentage is valid, our major source of illegal
aliens is Mexico.
Perhaps a system could be instituted
between the u. s. Government and the Mexican Government
that for every illegal alien apprehended of Mexican..
origin a certain amount of money would be dropped from
our aid program to Mexico. This might provide an impetus
for the Mexican Government to curb illegal emigration.
I realize this would cause quite a furor.
The Mexicans, of course, claim that they are doing their
best and have many illegal aliens from Central America.
We should urge passage of the Rodino bill ..
If some sort of citizenship identifier is
upon, maybe manpower from public service employment could be used.
agre~d
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 16, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR
FROM :
SUBJECT

Please prepare a memorandum for the President
regarding the attached request.
Thanks.

cc:

I

Dick Dunham

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 15, 1975

TO:

DICK DUNHAM
JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:
SUBJECT:

At our weekly meeting with the President today
he raised the question about what we were doing about
illegal aliens. He wanted to know the status of the
study we are making. How much are they costing us?
And what can be done about them. Would you give me a
report as soon as possible.
Many thanks.

JMC: jm

DRAFT
April 4, 1975

ACTION MEMORANDUM

TO:

DICK PARSONS

FROM:

Kathleen Ryan

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Conunittee on
Illegal Aliens

Background:
On April 3, 1975, the Domestic Council Conunittee
on Illegal Aliens held its third meeting.
Mr. David North of Linton, Mields and Coston,
Inc. provided a sununary of the study his consulting firm
was prepared to undertake on illegal aliens.
address itself to these areas:

The study will

a residential survey of

illegal aliens; an industrial survey;

I

th~flow

of EWI's
I
(entered without inspection); the flow of fraudulent

document holders; the demography of illegals; and the impact
of illegals on legal aliens.
for this study.

Funds have not been appropriated

The expected completion

da~e

will be in

early 1977.
The meeting then broke down into a general
discussion of illegal aliens.

Each person addressed a question

on illegal aliens that had already been stated in their
departments' response to the memorandum from ex-Attorney General
Saxbe on January 17, 1975 •
The Conunittee is stymied.

There are no reliable

statistics available on a group that does not want its
characteristics known.

The study and statistics apparently

will take two years to complete.
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Some of sort of grand design is urgently needed.

PROPOSALS:
1.
each meeting.

Specific Agenda. Have a specific agenda for
Studies to be assigned to each department with

their due date.

i.e. Statistics from all departments on the

impact of illegal aliens.

Agriculture to gather all its

statistics on migrant labor, the percentage of which is
illegal: how many

ille~als

work in the short term agricultural

labor market, and how many in the intermediate and long range
markets.

Labor could show how illegals take away jobs from

citizens, legal aliens, and legal residents.

2.

The Rodino Bill.

The Rodino bill has

been designed to prohibit the employment of illegal aliens,
except domestics, by use of a three-tiered penalty structure.
The bill does not appear to be very strong, but a stronger
bill can come after the exhaustive study has been done.
Some Federal Law should prohibit the employment of illegal
aliens.
The bill would go into effect three months after
it is passed.

Publicity should be given to the bill before

its enforcement.

Farmers that rely heavily on illegal aliens

will need some time to adjust.
3.

Documentation for Employment.

given careful study.

This should be

If one needs a social security number
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to be elegible for benefits after employment.

Why not

use a social security card to show eligibility for employment.

Public Service Employment could be used to staff

the undertaking.

4.

Mexico. A policy with Mexico in regard

to illegal aliens should be thought out.
could help develop a strategy.

State and NSC

April 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Dick Parsons

FROM:

Kathleen

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Aliens -- A Summary

Ryan~~

Background:
The Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens was established by Presidential order on January 6,
1975. Membership on the Committee includes: the Attorney
General, Chairman; the Secretary of State; the Secretary
of Treasury; the Secretary of Agriculture; the Secretary
of Commerce; the Secretary of Labor; the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare; Assistant to the President
Baroody; and the Director of Office of Management and
Budget.
The purpose of the Committee is to develop,
coordinate, and present to the President policy issues
that cut across agency lines so that better programs can
be developed for dealing with the national problem of
illegal aliens.
The country must examine the continued validity
of the basic assumptions underlying our national immigration
policy. The Committee feels"it must begin to make immigration policies, laws, and other enforcement rational and
honest."
The American Immigration System:
In America at first there was no immigration
system at all: everyone was welcome. Exclusionary
legislation started in 1882 -- the Chinese Exclusion Act
of that year.
In the 1920's the exclusionary policies
were supplemented by more complicated origin quota systems.
These systems set a maximum quota for the number of immigrants
to be admitted from each nation of the Old World. All
these laws of the period regulated immigration from the
Eastern Hemisphere, but not from the Western Hemisphere.
In 1965 Congress finally passed the Immigration
Amendments. This highly intricate system was designed
broadly to meet three goals: to facilitate the unification
of families; to allow the admission of some workers with
needed skills; and to permit the arrival of a relatively
small number of carefully defined refugees.

-2Illegal Aliens:
The United States today faces the
tremendous problem of illegal aliens. Reliable data,
or any data at all, on these illegal aliens, illegal
immigrants as they are called by the Department of
Health, Education,and Welfare, is unavailable. No
one is certain what effect these people have on the
country as a whole. The major cause of their great
influx is the economic disparity between the United
States and the country of origin of the illegal aliens.
Last year the number of illegal aliens
located exceeded by 121,000 the number of aliens
admitted as immigrants. There have been est:tmates of
from 3 to 15 million illegal aliens in the United States.
Of the approximate 6 million temporary visitors to
the United States in FY 1974 10% or 600,000 did not
depart upon expiration of their authorized stay. Yet,
50% of this number usually can be resolved by clerical
means leaving 300, 000 cases unresolved.
(Immigrati:on &
Naturalization seevice Statistics)
During the past five fiscal years (1970-74),
a total of 422,875 deportable aliens were located who
had been admitted to the United States as nonimmigrants,
and of this number 82% were found to be student and
visitor status violators. (I&NS}
HEW evidence indicates
that the illegal immigrant is typically 21 to 61 years
of age and able-bodied.
It has also been charged that illegal aliens
tend to spend a large share of their earnings in their
home country, and this may result in a foreign exchange
loss of at least $150 million per year.
(Department of
Agriculture)
Legislation:
On May 3, 1973 the House passed HR 982,
known as the Rodino bill.
It was not passed by the Senate
in the 93rd Congress. The present Congress has had no
markup of the bill, but hearings have been held.
The bill would prohibit employment of
illegal aliens and utilize a three-·tiered penalty struc ....
ture (warning and taxation for first offense, followed
by imposition of civil and then criminal penalties.}
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HR 981, also not passed in the 93rd Congress,
would make technical adjustments to the Immigration and
Nationality Act. The central feature of the bill is
the creation of a preference system applicable to the
Western Hemisphere because there has been a long waiting
period for Western Hemisphere visa applicants due to
the quota of 120,000 a year. This bill has been endorsed
by the Department of Justice.
Summari of the Department Reports:
A charter and agenda of issues were sent
by ex-Attorney General Saxbe on January 17, 1975 to
the various departments involved with the Domestic
Council Committee on Illegal Aliens. The responses to
the memorandum generally answered the questions posed,
and few original ideas were supplied.
Department of Justice
Mr. Leonard F. Chapman, Jr., Commissioner
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (I&NSl,.
responded to the memorandum. Mr. Chapman is convinced
that the present national effort to solve the illegal
alien problem requires concerted government-wide
cooperation and feels the presence of large numbers of
illegal aliens within our country has an impact on
practically every sector of our society.
A small amount of data on the characteristics
of illegal immigrants has been obtained from apprehended
aliens. The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and
the Department of Labor have awarded two consulting firms,
Linton, Mields and Coston, Inc., and TransCentury Corp.,
a contract to design a major study to determine the size,
characteristics, and impact of the illegal alien population.
I&NS hopes to receive funding to do the study which is to
be completed by late 1976.
To control forei2n visitors to America I&NS
hopes three deveTopments will help. First, !&NS and the
Visa Off ice are developing a secure documentation system
which will make it difficult for an overstay to establish
an identity showing legitimate presence as an alien i~
this country.
Secondly, they hope for passage of the
Rodino bill. Third, I&NS and the State Department are
jointly working on an improved control program over entry
by one high risk category of visitor -- by eliminating the
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waiver of visa requirements pertaining to entries into
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. ·
To help solve the problem of' dep·ortable
aliens admitted as nonimmigrants I&NS suggests a tnreesided approach. The program of information exchange
between I&NS and the Visa Office should be intensified.
I&NS should expand its cooperative effort with the local
Employment Service Off ices to find illegal aliens holding
high paying jobs in areas of great unemployment. Liaison
with the Internal Revenue Service must be expanded so
that a more extensive tax collection program can be
inaugurated.
When asked how Justice and HEW could.cooperate
in the concept of a un·i"ve:rsal identification card, their
response was through the efforts of the Federal Advisory
Commission on False Identification. I&NS is developing
a secure alien identification card which incorporates
unique identification features.
(They do not state what
is unique.)
These two efforts, along with the HEW
concept of a Standard Universal Identifier (SUI)
applicable to a National Health Program, they feel
provide some common ground for cooperation. Nowhere
does the department state categorically if it is pro or
con the universal identification card.
The Department of State:

L. Walentynowicz

The State Department feels that only a
definitely chartered group will give the problem of
illegal aliens the kind of study, comprehensive review
and ultimate output it deserves. The Canadian government is also currently reviewing its immigration policy
and has issued a "green paper" on the subject.
Traditionally, U.S. immigration policy has
not been primarily determined by foreign policy considerations, altough it has had -- and continues to have -substantial foreign policy implications. Mexico is the
only country with which the illegal alien problem has
become an important foreign policy issue. Mexico cannot
support its growing population, and the Mexican people
look to the United States for economic betterment.
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Sta,te points out that implicit in the JacksonVanik amendment to the Foreign Trade bill, which states
that all countries should permit free emigration, is the
commitment to the idea to admit some of those aliens
permitted unrestricted emigration.
With respect to the control of nonimmigrant
aliens the Department feels that it is possible that more
effective implementation of the existing system coupled
with enactment of legislation to penalize employers
who give employment to aliens not authorized to be so
employed, and to prevent unauthorized self-employment,
will accomplish the desired goal of controlling foreign
visitors. The department does not believe that there
is any hard evidence to indicate such an approach would
unduly impede commerce and trade.
State also feels that a broad statement on
the underlying principles of immigration by the U.S ..
Government should be promulgated initially. After
the views of those affected by immigration policies -pressure groups in business, agriculture; labor
organizations; and specified ethnicities -- have been
voiced and considered, should the Committee make
specific proposals. The Canadian government employed
this method.
Department of Treasury:

David R. Macdonald

The Department of Treasury dealt with
the aspects of taxation of illegal aliens. A 90-day
test to determine the feasibility of an IRS/I&NS interagency effort to improve compliance with Federal Tax
laws by apprehended illegal aliens was completed in
June 1974. The vast majority of illegal aliens
interviewed during this test had no taxes withheld
from their wages, were claiming high numbers of
exemptions to avoid paying taxes, or simply had no
intention of paying Federal taxes.
This test substantiated
a long-held belief that illegal aliens in the United
States represent an area of noncompliance.
The IRS, I&NS and the Social Security
Administration are presently developing a test program
to secure the payment of withholding taxes by employers
of illegal aliens.
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Treasury feels that something must be done
to ensure tax compliance with regard to nonresident and
illegal aliens, but it is equally opposed to a"'unive·rsal
identification card.
The Department of Agriculture:

J. Dawson Ahalt

The Department of Agriculture ha,s discussed
two issues: the impact of illegal aliens on the u . s ..
farm labor situation; and current U.S .. labor needs.
As in every area dealing with illegal aliens reputable
data is unavailable.
·
Competition with U.S. agricultural workers
comes from both illegal aliens and the "green carder."
The latter is an alien who has been issued a permanent
work permit and enjoys comparatively free movement across
national borders. The "green card ir is an I-151 and blue
in color.
In the field of agriculture competition
from illegal aliens occurs primarily in the short term
m:arke·ts. Each employed alien is occupying a joE tliaf
would otherwise be available to a U.S. worker. Yet,
most short term domestic workers, enter agriculture
to provide a seasonal source of secondary earnings.
These people are most likely to be displaced by seas-onal
illegal alien workers.
To the extent that illegal alien labor
represents an increase in the total labor supply, the
illegals depress the wage rate paid all workers in a
given labor market.
According to Agriculture there has been a
shift in domestic labor use over the past three years
toward intermediate and long-term employment with but
few apparent wage incentives.
The Department's response to the questions
of the physical existence of a sufficient domestic labor
supply and the ability to improve seasonal labor management capabilities are ambiguous.
Most border areas have integrated economies.
To totally restrict illegal alien workers would result in
severe short run damage to the economies on both sides
of the border. The Department feels gradual, scheduled
changes in the availability of jobs or wage rates for
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illegal workers should be encouraged in order to avoi.d
disastrous consequences to the farmers employing these
workers.
Certification of additional temporary aliens
is a conceptual possibility, but the administration would
require a radical departure from past immigration enforcement policies.
Agriculture concludes that domestic labor
could easily substitute for displaced aliens if a large
domestic supply of secondary and moonlight labor existed.
Otherwise an expensive system of income transfer payments
would have to be established to absorb personal i:ncome
loss when not working.
The Department of Commerce:

Karl E. Bakke

The Census Bureau has informed the Department of Commerce that there is no simple or inexpensive way in which to obtain data on a population that
does not want its characteristics known. They also have
no estimates as to alien transfers out of the United
States.
Commerce has not systematically investigated
the extent of illegal alien immigration or the size of
the illegal alien population.. And at present no reliable
methods have been developed by them for making estimates
of this group.
The Department does state that the relative
contribution of alien immigration to 120Eulation growth
has increased substantially since 1960 because alien
immigration has shown a steady moderate increase, and the
annual number of births has fallen sharply during the
period. Natural increase continues to be a far more
important contributor to our population growth than net
immigration in spite of the decline in the number of
births and a moderate rise in the number of deaths.
Commerce believes that natural increase is likely to
remain a greater contributor to population growth in
the future, unless the'-taws.;_agntrolling immigration
are changed.
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The: Department of Labor:

Alfred G. Albert

The Department of Labor has no independent
source of data regarding illegal aliens, and relies on
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The major policy change which Labor feels
should be considered would in effect eliminate the
labor certification as a condition for the adrnissi:on of
immigrants. Only 40,000 of the 400,000 immigrants are
affected by the labor certification, and Labor thinks it
is a waste of time and money.
The Department believes that illegal aliens
are increasingly working in jobs that citizens and
permanent residents would welcome -- the building trades
is one example. Labor also feels that since illegals
often must accept substandard wages and working conditions,
they interfere with the normal workings of the labor
force and perpetuate those substandard conditions.
Our own labor force, supplemented by the
400,000 immigrants who enter each year, plus the numbers
of non-immigrants who enter for temporary work without
labor certifications, very adequately meet the needs of
of our econom;:r:- Assuming that all the illegals were
removed and"""lsolated shortages of labor were to develop
either for temporary or permenent employment, the
present provisions of the law provide for the entry of
needed aliens. This is not to say that policy and
procedural changes could not be made which would remove
some of the incentives for aliens to enter illegally or
enter legally and then violate their status, and to
speed the labor certification process for immigrants
while reducing governmental costs.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:
William A. Morrill
HEW initiated in 1973 a program to spot check
errors in welfare: costs. One of these areas was designated
"error due to citizenship and alienage program element."
The errors related to "citizenship/alienage" in proportion
to the total cases ranged from a low of 0.3% (Tennessee) to
a high of 3.2% (Pennsylvania} among the ten states found
to have errors of this type. There is no record of what
proportion of each case is in fact in error.
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Under the present regulations governing the
Migrant Health ·program (Title 42 1 Public Health Act, Part 56)
any migrant worker is eligible 1 regardless of citizenship.
Again there are no firm statistics on how much is spent
by the Migrant Health Program on illegal aliens. HEWts
statistics estimate $1. 5 million, or approximately 6. 3%
of the total Migrant Health Program budget for FY'75.
In regard to the issuance of a universal
identification card HEW evidence shows that:
l} the
privacy issues are very real, both in terms of recent
legislation and the increasing tide of public opinion;
2} if the social security card is utilized, HEW estimates
the initial cost to be in excess of $100 -million and
the marginal annual cost at around $10 million thereafter;
3} assuming the addition of a thumbprint to the social
security card, an extensive amount of time would be
necessary to implement the system; and, 4} very recent
experience with attempts to coordinate the Social
Security Administration's new citizenship identification
requirements with the ItrNS have not yet increased their
effectiveness in apprehending illegal immigrants.
outside <J'rOUps are also affected by immigration
policy. Ethnic minorities that are legal U.S. citizens
are many times treated like their illegal "brothers."
HEW feels that it is very important that these individuals
and organizations be contacted in the formulation staqes
and before the Committee forwards any recommendations
to the President. HEW has provided a list of some of
these organizations.
Conclusions:
I feel that the reports mainly deal with the
symptoms, and not the causes, The major problem lies
with Mexico, our southern neighbor. Mexico's economy is
in poor shape, and hopefully the discovery of oil will
help.
In 1970 Mexico had a population of about
50 million. At the current growth rate of 3.5% annual
increase, one of the largest in the world, the Mexican
population will double in about 20 years, By 1985, the
population of Mexico is expected to reach 85 million,
and by 1995 about 120 million.
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The· Final Report of the Special Study Group· on
Illegal Immigrants from J.Jexico, January 15, 1973" assumes
1 million illegal aliens, of whicii 85% are esti:roated to
be Mexican, and 58% of these to be migrant workers.
If this percentage is valid, our major source of illegal
aliens is Mexico.
Perhaps a system could be instituted
between the u. s. Govermnent and the Mexican Govermnent
that for every illegal alien apprehended of Mexican
origin a certain amount of money would be dropped from
our aid program to Mexico. This might provide an impetus
for the Mexican Government to curb illegal emigration.
I realize this would cause quite a furor.
The Mexicans, of course, claim that they are doing their
best and have many illegal aliens from Central America.
We should urge passage of the Rodino bill.
If some sort of citizenship identifier is
upon, maybe manpower from public service employment could be used.
agr~3d

May 21, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR JIM CAVANAUGH
FROM:

DICK PARSONS

SUBJECT:

Illeaal Allena

Per your requeat, the followtn1 la a brief deacriptlon of the atat\18 of the
Dom••tlc Council Committee on lllepl Allene:

The Committee baa met MYeral time•, but it ta C\D'T.ntly at a
c:roaaroada with aeveral dlrectlou in which it miaht go.
Aceordtn1ly, we are pnpartn1 a decbion memor•dum for
the President with the aaaistance of the Labor and Juatice
Departmente. It ahould be completed early next week.

May 21, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR JIM CAVANAUGH
FR.Ol.!:

DICK PARSONS

SUBJECT:

Illegal Aliens

Per your requeat. the fcallowing i• a brief deaeription of the status of the
Domeetic Council Committee on lllepl Allen•:
The ComsnittM has met •veral time•• but it is currently at a
crossroada with several dlrectioM in which it might go.
Aceordbl1ly, we are pretparial a declelon memorandum for
the Prelddent with the assistance of the Labor and Juatice
Departmente. It •hould be completed early next week.

\
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Thh form r•.ark• the Ille location of item Mlmber

/

a1 li1ted on the pink form (GSA form 7tZZ, Withclrawal Sheet) at the

front of the folder:
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June 27, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
FROM:

DICK PARSONS

SUBJECT:

Domeatic Council Committee on Illegal Alieft9

BACKGROUND:

The followln1 optiona re1ardln1 the future course of the Domestic Council
Committee on lll. .al Allena were preMnted to the Prellident:

1.

A Limited St!p by Step Approach:
A limited option would be to eatabllah a lepalatlve atraten for the puaage
of the Rodino Bill, which eatabllahe• .,.nald.ea for the employment of ille1al
alien•, and determine a poaition on the Kennedy Bill, which would confer
le1al etatua on llle1al• who have raided ln the United State• for more
than three yean. The Committee would aleo monitor an hnmi1ration and
Naturalhation atudy, curnntly awaiting Conareaatonal approprlatlona
llPJ>l'OYal, which would tdentt.fy the number, location and employment
pattern• of illeaal• in the United State•. Followtn1 completion of thi•
prelimin&l"J atudy and building on the data it provide•, a aerie• of impact
atudies could then be devlHd, if ccnaidered neceaaary, to examine the
effect of ille1al alien• ln areas like job8 , achools, aodal welfare, etc.
Pro -

Thia option would permit a poattlve •tep by •tep approach
without lncurrin1 p-eat additional coet• or creatln1 mandate•
for further action. It would furnish data neceaaary to
establiahln1 the parametera of the problem and for the formulation
of a lopcal aequence of atudiea lendin1 to eolution..

Con -

It ie a limited mpproach to the problem and would not do much
before the election to aolve the lar1•r accompanyin1 economic
and eodal Impact of the preHure of ille1al alten. apart from
eatabl1•htn1 eanctiona •ialn8t employment.
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An alternative mppl'O&ch would encomp... the l.P•latlve md monitortn1
activitl•• outlined above pl• the lwdlate commeneement of loarr••
impact
to examine •uch problem• aa:

•tudi••

a,

What are the C09t elf.eta of Ulepl alien• on aodal Mrvleee like
welfare, ._employment Insurance, health dell..-ery md education?

b. What la the caltval and eod.al Impact of 1ll. .al altena on areu in
In whleh theY Mi&? Do they make contrlbutiona to the COllllmmitle•
in which they concentrate or are they p&l'Mitee?
c.

What la the effect ol. the ill•al aliena lnflux on our fonlp policy and
international relatione? CThl• q\IMtf.an ,...J.d be ••amined ln concert
with the lecntal'y of State'• Inter. .eney Ccmndtt• for Study of
Problema Related to Wept Mexican Mtpatlon Into the United Stat••.)

d.

How 1nmy md what type of joba do the Wept. take away and In what
tnduatrie•? Caa theM job• he fllled by Americana and la the U.S.
I.bar foree . . . . . . . and wlllina to won 1n job• now occupied by
Ule1al aliena?
Pro -

-

It would pl'O~cle a lua• body of backpound data and accelerate
your Administration'• effort. to deal with the pnblem.

Con -

Thi• propMal would take time, moawy and the commitment ol. a
f\all time ataff of apncy penonnel or conaultanta. The impact
could het1hten tenalcna MDODI Spmi•h apealdn1
poupe md the reaulta, pu1lcularly In the aodal ••l"'Ylcu
area, could prochlce evidence of the inordinate e.t of tlle1al
alien• on atate md local 1overnmenta. Thi• could ereate
p .....an• for Federal aubatdlff to eue the problem.

•tudi••

J.

Rniew of hmalpatlc>a 1ncl Work Bntn Lawe:
An aptlon. not u:eluded by ""2!on of elthel' of the procedin1 two.
would be an a:amlnadae of eurr•t lawa _......._ iamlpadon mad admiaalon
of alleu for employm•t. Thia •tucly wowd ...k to detnmine whether or
not liberalbla1 the• lawa would remove the influx of ilJ.eaala and their
impact on the economy, It could review the polldea of other eountrle• 1n

-;,-

thi• re1arcl, notably Europe, and evaluate the old Fedenl •Bracero•
-ployment prosram, in whlch Mexlcm dtlsena were allowed entry for
employment unct.r a quota •

.,.tem.

Pro -

Would pl'O'ride the data for a 1 l•t•ll•tlc• aolutlon to the problem
by examlnlnt the feuibiltty of admittln1 more alien• u
hmnlpmta and 1. .al worken.

-

The mady could lneur the oppomtion of or1..U•ed labor to
whom the •Bracero• pl'Op'am wu an anathema.

Con -

DECISION:

The Prnldent eho• optlou Z ad J. Ith lnC11mbent, therefore, for the
Domeatlc Council Commtthe on Ille1al AU.na to baplement thi• dedalon.
I au11••t that the Deputy Attomq Oene•al call a mMtin1 of the Committee,
Nqllfftlnl att•danee of Unct.r Secretart. . and dMtpated repreHDtati•ff
to pq new life to the Comm•tt• and to diacua• effectuation of the Pretddent'•
ded•lon.

RDP: FLM: mem
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 20, 1975

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON
JIM CONNOR

FROM:

-~;::~
-

Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Aliens

SUBJECT:

The President has reviewed your memorandum of June 16th
on the above subject and the following recommendations were
approved:
Option 2
Option 3 -

-

Imrnediate Comprehensive Approach
Review of Immigration and Work Entry
Laws

Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc:

Don Rumsfeld

THE WHITE HOUSE
WA S

ACT .LO_l

N GTON

Ju.J.e 16. 1975

IE.r..:oRAx Dr:>.1 FOR:

THE PRESID£;:.:T

(\,

CANX00.)<[_~

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

Domestic

c(ic:l

Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROUND:

On January 6, 1975, you established the Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Aliens to develop, coordinate and present policy issues that cut across
agency lines to provide better p:rogra.'!ls for dealing with the national problem
of illegal aliens. The ~eetings of fae Committee have revealed the current
total lack of solid data on the problem and the difficulity in obtaining it. The
Committee is divided on its future course -- whethei:: it should adopt a limited,
methodical approach which would take several years to carry out or attempt
a quicker resolution with several attendant risks. Your guidance is necessary
to resolve this impasse.
OPTIONS:

.

There are two competing alternatives for the Committee's future activities and
a non exclusive third option.
1.

Limited Step by Step Approach:
A li!'ni:ed option would be to establish a legislative strategy fa~ the passage
of the Rodino Bill, which establishes penalties for the employment of illegal
aliens, and determine a position on the Kennedy B ~ll . hich would cortfer
l e gal status on illegals who have resided in the U~ited Scates for more
than tb·ee years. The Committee wou1~ also monitor 2.I1 Immigration and
Naturalization study, currently awaiting Congressional appropriations
approval, which would identify the number~ location and employment
patterns of illegals in the United States. Follo\"'"ving co~pletion of this
preliminary study and build:L.""lg on the data it provides a series of impact
s tudie s could then be devised, ~r considered necessary, to examL"le the
effect of illegal aliens in a?"eas like ~ obs , schools, soci2.l welfare, etc.

..

co -

Co.!1 -

2.

This option \voulG. perr:ut a posit~ ve stt;p by step approach
without incurring g!"eat additional costs or creatini mc:ndates
fo....- further action. i'.: would furnish data necessar~_tq
....
establishing t.."'1.e pa.r2...":1eters of the problem and for the formulation
of a log?-cal seql!~nce of studies lending to solutions.
It is a limited approacn to the problem and would not do mu,ch
before the election to solve the larger accompanying economic
and social impact o~ the pressure of illegal aliens apart from
establ.:.s:..J.ng sanctions against employment .

Immediate Con:r:>"?:"e=.ensi ve Approach;
An alternativ-e 2??roach would encompass the legislative and monitoring
activities outlined above plus the immediate colll!:lencement of long-range
impact studies ;;o examine such problems as:
a.

What are t..~e cost effects of illegal aliens on social servicel,i lik.e
welfare, unemployment insura..."lce, health delivery and education?

b.

What i s the cultural and social impact of illegal aliens on areas in
in which they settle? Do they make contributions to the communities
in which they concentrate or are they ..Parasites?

c.

What is the effed of the illegal. aliens influx on our forei~ policy and
international relations? (Thi s c;uestion would be examined in concert
"l.viL"J.i the Secretary of State s In~erag ency Committee for Study of
Problems Related to Illegal ?vfexi ca..'"l Migration into the ~nited States.)

d.

How many and what typa of jobs do the illegals take away C¥ld in wh~t
industries? Can these jobs be filled by America.."'1.s and is the U.S.
labor force adequate and vri.lling to work in j_obs now occup~ed by
illegal alie ns?
Pro -

It would pro·1ri d.~ a large body of background data and accelerate
your Administration' s e:forts to deal with t.l,.e ;irobleo.

Con -

This proposal ·.voulc ::::~e time. money and the commitment of a.
full time sta..f:f of agency personnel or consultants. The i~act
studies could heighten ;;ensions amoni Spanish speaking ·
groups and the ?'esul:s, particularly in the social services
area, could produce evidence of the inordinate cost of illegal
aliens on state and 'local goverru:ients. This could create
pressures for Feceral subsidies to ease .the problem.
I

\.-

.
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Revi~-.v

cf Immigration a.'1.d ·work Entry Laws:

An op _.O"l, not exclud';!d by adoption of either of the pro ceding tw'o,
\Vould c..-. an examL'"la~ion of ct!rrer:t laws covering immigration a..l'ld admission
of aliens for employr.:i.ent. This stud1· "vould seek to determine vheth.er or
not lfoe!'alizing these ~aws would rencove the influx of illegals and their
i:npact or. L.'te economy. It could re·;:ew the policies of other countries in
this regard, notabl :::: urope, and ev ale.ate the old Federal "Bracero 11
employment prog?"co::: in which l\!exican citizens were allowed entry for
employment under a s_i.:ota systeo.
Pro -

WoclC. :n.·ovide the data for a 11 legalistic 11 solution to the problem
by ez:::...,ining the feasibility of admitting more aliens as
imr.--i gyants and legal workers.

Con -

The study could incur the opposition of organized labor to
who::::i the nBracero 11 program was an anathema.

RECOMME.!."\JDATIONS

- l,.evi ~- :euchen, Marsh

Option 1 (Lixnited Step by Step Appi:'oach)

S~idman

Option 2 (Immediate Comprehettsive Approach)

- Dunlop.) Lynn, Cannon

Option 3 (Review of Immigration and Work Entry Laws) - Levi, Buchen, Marsh.
L ynn, C:umon
DECISION:
Optio~

1

-----Yes

or

-----

Option 2

Xo

------

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 30, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

HAROLD R. TYLER
Chairman
Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

'~
FROM:

RICHARD D. PARSONS

V,d_,t

-

Associate Director and Counsel
Domestic Council

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROUND:
As you may recall, we recently presented the President with a series of options
regarding the future course of the Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
These were:
1.

A Limited Step by Step Approach:
A limited option would be to establish a legislative strategy for the passage
of the Rodino Bill, which establishes penalties for the employment of illegal
aliens, and determine a position on the Kennedy Bill, which would confer
legal status on illegals who have resided in the United States for more
than three years. The Committee would also monitor an Immigration and
Naturalization study, currently awaiting Congressional appropriations
approval, which would identify the number, location and employment
patterns of illegals in the United States. Following completion of this
preliminary study and building on the data it provides, a series of impact
studies could then be devised, if considered necessary, to examine the
effect of illegal aliens in areas like jobs, schools, social welfare, etc.

2.

An Immediate Comprehensive Approach:
An alternative approach would encompass the legislative and monitoring
activities outlined above plus the immediate commencement of long-range
impact studies to examine such problems as:
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3.

a.

What are the cost effects of illegal aliens on social services like
welfare, unemployment insurance, health delivery and education?

b.

What is the cultural and social impact of illegal aliens on areas in
in which they settle? Do they make contributions to the communities
in which they concentrate or are they parasites?

c.

What is the effect of the illegal aliens influx on our foreign policy and
international relations? (This question would be examined in concert
with the Secretary of State 1 s In teragency Cammi ttee for Study of
Problems Related to Illegal Mexican Migration into the United States.)

d.

How many and what type of jobs do the illegals take away and in what
industries? Can these jobs be filled by Americans and is the U.S.
labor force adequate and willing to work in jobs now occupied by
illegal aliens?

Review of Immigration and Work Entry Laws:
An option, not excluded by adoption of either of the pro ceding two,
would be an examination of current laws covering immigration and admission
of aliens for employment. This study would seek to determine whether or
not liberalizing these laws would remove the influx of illegals and their
impact on the economy. It could review the policies of other countries in
this regard, notably Europe, and evaluate the old Federal nBracero 11
employment program, in which Mexican citizens were allowed entry for
employment under a quota system.

DECISION:
The President chose 2 and 3. May I suggest that you call a meeting of the
department and agency representatives to the Committee to discu~s effectuation
of the President 1 s decision. If you would designate one of your assistants as
a contact in this subject area, my assistant, Lynn May, will work with him in
setting up the meeting.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DATE: July 7, 1975
DICK PARSONS

TO:
FROM:

JIM

CAVANAUG~

SUBJ: Sen. Packwood Letter Re.
s. 1928
FYI
Action

x

Please draft a reply to
Senator Packwood for
Jim Cannon's signature.

I

\),

'··

>
J

~- Sen::..~,.

.

.

i.l '_1.;

·

yoa >r your lette:i: :rega.riL.:q ,, 1923,
·- .... loyrnent .... ct.

t 1: .~lien

'1a.ll he n·.~· se~l" to pa.; s yt'>ur rcq·1~st f :>r ...
alo.n; to tha apor ~prlate ;:>.:ficc f.::>r th~ir
c ).1sidera.tiou. ram sure you.r will be hea.rb...,
~eetiag

i~n ..n

them .J:1ortly.

Si.::;.cerely.

- ~·n11am T . I ,.._n:iall
Deputy Aasist~nt
to the Presi Jent
·- o:iorable Bo;, Packwoo l
_, nitod State 3 5ena.te
"'' shlngto~1, D~ C . 2051.)

~c:

w/incoming to Jim Cannon for further action please

WTK:ba
cf

I.'-\) ,.,.

't.-)_,,_

HERMAN £. TALMADOS.. GA..

VANCE

l~Af<TKE, lNO~

lt.B~Al-IAM

RIBfCOFF', CONN.
.HARRY F. BYRO, JR., VA.
GAVt...0~.J

NS:L..SOH. WIS.
WALTER F,, MONDALE. MINH.
MIKE'. Gi:tA.VE:L.. ALASKA
U..OYO BEN'rSEN, TEX.
wn•.LtAM 0. HATHAWAY. MAINE:
Ft....OYO K. HASKEW.... COLO.

eARf... T. CURTIS, NEBR.
PAUL J. FANNIN. ARIZ.
CLIFFORD P. HANSEN, WYO.
ROBE'.RT J. OOLE. KANS~
BOB PACKWOOD, OREG.
Wll.UAM V~ ROTH, JR., DEl-

BJU.. BR0Ct< 1 TENN.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MiCHAE:t. STE-t<tN~ SiAFF DIAE:CiOR
DONAL.CV., MOOREHSAO, CJ.tlEF MHiORITV COUNSEL
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June 18, 1975

Mr. William T. Kendall
Deputy Assitant to the President
for Legislative Affairs
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C.
20500
Dear Bill:

Last Thursday I introduced s. 1928, the Alien
employment Act, which I have been preparing for the
past year to locate those aliens illegally employed in
this Country and to prohibit such employment in the
future. My involvement in this area is precipitated by
a personal conviction that legislation heretofore offered
on the subject of illegal alien e~ployrnent is deficient
in two principal areas:

1.

Such legislation purports to locate
illegals by requiring employees merely to
state whether they are legally entitled to
employment in.this Country.
It is my
opinion and that of many other authorities
with whom I have discussed this procedure
that i t is not enough. The illegal alien
has, in most instances, come to this
Country for purposes of employment and
broken the law by obtaining employment. To
expect him to voluntarily own up to his
illegal status under these circumstances is
not realistic.

2. Legislation heretofore considered makes
no allowance for the fact that much of the
agricultural employment in this Country is
performed by those not entitled to employment. The agricultural employer has not
broken the law by hiring these alie~s and
to enact legislation to prohibit such employment without giving such employer time to
adjust would cause extreme financial hardship
and simply leave crops rotting in the field
for lack of a harvest force.

Mr. Kendall
June 18, 1975
Page 2

The Alien Employment Act addresses itself to both
of the foregoing deficiencies. First, the Act establishes
procedures by which the right of an employee to employment
is determined through identification. Second, a limited
exemption is provided to those agricultural employers
who cannot find sufficient numbers of persons legally
entitled to employment.
I would appreciate it
when meIT~ers of my staff could
of the Act with those who will
President to advise as to what
should be on this legislation.

BP:kbs

if you could set a time
discuss the provisions
be called upon by the
the Administration's position

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 18, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
FROM:

RICHARD D. PARSONS /F. LYNN MAY

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Illeg_al Aliens

On June 30, we forwarded to you a memorandum which outlined the President 1 s
decisions regarding the future activities of the Domestic Council Committee
on Illegal Aliens. We have since consulted with other White House and OMB
staff members who have some jurisdiction over illegal aliens and related
matters. All of them agree that the present organization of the Domestic
Council Committee is ill-suited to carry out the tasks approved by the
President, citing the need for better direction and the coordination of
Committee activities.
Accordingly, we have taken a first cut at a new organizational structure for
the Committee, which is presented for your consideration. Structurally, it
entails breaking the Committee's activities into specific categories based on
the President's decision and assigning task forces to work on them. The
categories that we thought of are:
(1) A study of the impact of illegal aliens on jobs.
(2) A study of the impact on the social services (welfare, education,
health services, unemployment insurance, etc.)
(3) A review of existing laws on immigration and admission for
employment.
( 4) A examination of the law enforcement aspects related to illegal
aliens.

(5) A examination of existing and proposed legislation affecting illegal
aliens.

-2-

The people consulted in this matter advocated the temporary appointment
of an Executive Director to the Committee to coordin:ite the activities of the
task force and the designation of key people to wo1·k on the task forces.
Extensive government e:x-perience and initiative were stressed as prime
qualities for these jobs.
\'le have attached a draft diagram of our concept of the Cor::nnittee 1 s organiza-

tional structure with some of the participatory agencies to serve on the
task forces. We 1 d appreciate your comments on this.

Scpt~rnbe,..

S. 1975

JT 'CAN. ON

FRO! :

eu

DlC. PARSONS

JECT

T\r- PrPsid.,,nt c t<!bH~h~d lh;;: 0mt-"'H Co1mcil Cr) 'I"11ttN~ on JJl g. l
Ali ns 011 J Mitl3 y 6. 1975 to r.kvP.fop, c:coi.-clin~t
n pre9etlt oltcy
·ssuei:; tf' cfoal with t11~ p -ohl'°'m of illeP>ll ali n"' (S c Tt>b ! ) . 'Dl'pn.ty
Attm·n ya >nerl ill e ··man chaired S"'V
l .·1e tin ~ f the C.oml'D"ttPC
la~t E!pring but little subetmtive was <>ec1'.'l nplfobed apru-t &om the
ii. co r-ry thet th~1rc was virtually no positive •lata ~v:ailabll" on Ul@gal
~liens in the filr.11 r,4' F"dn· 1 •gen ie ;:;. The lmmir,Yatfon "'hcl '1;-tun•lization S"rvic:e. howcveT. fo:rmul<lt<'rl a atudypT"r.ipoA:11l Intended to ~tcr
mine the diatribution, cb.:-ract rlstks, fl
and if"''!"' r of illrgal c- li~ns
bl the United State•. Thie tucly is cW'r ntly awaiting Cnn{:!r s inn al
p wop:riations.

r l n 1 s dcpru·tm·f: frnm the Juatt ... , T"\:p<l?"t?T'rnt refSulted tn l'1 loae f.
Je, d rship in the \ ~!Jtk Council (" ,... itte~. T.n June, thPmeetic
Coundl suhmitted an o t-{ ..., , , m•·:mQt"anrlum o the Pnsldent requestlni;::
guicl'4nC"\· on the direction anrl lc> ·el c! re80urces to be r•npk>y
in
<maly~is c.•f the Ulesal aliens pr" 1
(See T h B).
:'ls d on the
Pre.tdenfs docbdon to pur•ue am _irn... eomprc lenstv~ p,ffrn·t. I W1"'nt~..
:i m"mnrmdttrr. to the J\.ttorney Cen.,ri11 sup:rrsting < reorganiEation of
the <"!ommlttee into sp cif!c t sl· forces with permanent ~faff (~,.f> T;b C).
Sil

I have been tnfo1"'!'Jl. lly notifierJ that the Att rney G era) intmds to
HWTle chah- nshlp o th1' ·om etic C'"owicU Co. mittee and is p,..ep ing
m mor~ruimn d tn:iling his plans frw its nvi..·;\l. I will forward this ta
you as snon as I recf!ive it.

Attaclunenta

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JANUARY 6, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

----------------------------------------------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
January 6,. 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL
Secretary of State
Secretary of the Treasury
Attorney General
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Secretary of Transportation
Assistant to the President Baroody
Director, Office of Management and Budget
Chairman, Council on Economic Advisers
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality
Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency
Director, ACTION

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Ill,egal Aliens

I am today establishing a new Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
This Committee will develop, coordinate and present to me policy issues that
cut across agency lines to provide better programs for dealing with this
National problem. The .Attorney General will serve as the Chairman of this
Committee. The membership of the Committee will consist of the Secretary
of State, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary
of Commerce, Secretary of Labor, Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, .Assistant to the President Baroody, and the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget.

GERALD R. FORD

# # If

"•

J\.me 30. 1975

P..A.."ttOLD R. TYLER
Chairman
Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

FRO~t:

RICF..ARD D. PAI{SONS
Associate Director and Counsel
Domestic Council

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROUND:
As you may

recall~

··-

we recently presented the President with a series of optior..3

regarding the future

cours~

of the Domestic Council Committee on !!legal Aliens.

These we.re:

1.

A Limited Step by Step App.roach:
A limited option would be to establish a legislative strategy for the passage
of the Rodino Bill. which estabiishes penalties for the employment of illegal
aliens, and determine a position on the Kennedy Bill, which would confer
legal status on illegals who have resided in the United States for more
than three years. The Committee would also monitor an Immigration and
Naturalization study. cun-ently awaiting Congressional apprcprlations
app:rov<tl, which would identify the number. location and employment
patterns of illegals in the United States. Following completion of thls
preliminary study and building on the data it provides, a series of impact
studies could t.lien be devised. if considered necessary. to examine the
effect of ill~gal aliens in 32"eas like jobs, schools, social welfare, etc.

2.

An Imrr.ediate Comprehensive Approach:
An alternative approach would encompass L'ie legislative cmd mor..itorl:lg
activities outlined above plus the h!'lmediate ccmmencement of long-range
impact studies to e::<ar:1.ine such problems as:

'":'

.

~.

-~-

a.

foat are the cost effects of illegal aliens on social services like
welfare. unemp loyrnent insura.."lce. health d<!livery and education?
\

1

b. "What is the cultural and social impact of illeg::il aliens on areas

i.,.,

in whlc.'-i they settle? Do they make contributions to the communities
in wl-tl~"-i they concentrate or are th~y parasite9?
c.

What b: the effect of the illegal aliens influx on our foreign policy and
inteYnati.onal relations? (T.b.is question wocld be e;.:am.ined in concert
with the Secretary of State's Inter3gency Committee for Study of
Probl~:ms Related to Illegal Mexican ?-.Ugration into the United States.)
Eow tr.any and wh::i.t type of jobs do foe illegals take away and in what
industr:~s? Can t..1-iese jobs be filled by Americans and is the U.S.
labo-r force adequate an4 willing to work hl jobs now occupied by
illegal aiiens?

3.

Review of Immigration and Work Entry Laws:

An option. not excluded by adoption of either of the pro ceding ~.•
would be an examination of current laws covering immigration
admission
of aliens for employment. This study would seek to d~tarrnine wh~ther o~
not liberalizing these laws would :remove. the influx of illegals a.~d their .
impact on foe economy. It could review the policies of other countries in
this regard, notably Europe, and evaluate the old Federal 11 Br2cero"
employnient program. in which Me:rican citizens were allow.ed entry for
employment under a quota system .

and

DECISION:
T.he President chosa 2 and 3. May I suggest that you call a meeting of the
d=pn-tment nnd agency representatives to t.."ie Committee to dis-c;uss effectuation
cf the President's decision . If you would designate one of your assistants as
a contact in this subject area, my assistant~ Lynn ~fay . will work with him in
setting up th2 meeting .

THE. WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 18, 1975

1v1E1v10RANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
FROM:

RICHARD D. PARSONS /F. LYNN MAY

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on

On June 30, we forwarded to you a memorandum which outlined the President's
decisions regarding the future acfr;rities of the Domestic Council Committee
on Illegal Aliens. \'le have since consulted with other 'White House and OMB
staff members who have some jurisdiction over illegal aliens and related
matters. All of them agree that the present organization of the Domestic
Council Committee is ill-suited to carry out the tasks approved by the
President, citing the need for better direction and the coordination of
Committee activities.
Accordingly. we have taken a first cut at a new organizational structure for
the Committee, which is presented for your consideration. Structurally, it
entails breaking the Committee's activities into specific categories based on
the President's decision a.'id assigning task forces to work on them. The
categories that we thought of are:
(1) A. study of the impact of illegal aliens on jobs.
(2) A study of the impact on the social services (welfare, education,
health services, unemployment insurance, etc.)
(3) A review of existing laws on immigration and admission for
employment.

( 4) A examination of the law enforcement aspects related to illegal
aliens.
(5) A examination of existing and proposed legislation affecting illegal
aliens.

--2-

The people consulted in this r.latter advocated the temporary cippointrr:ent
of an Executive Director to the Committee to coordinate the activitil!s of the
task force and the designation of key people to wm·k on the task forces ..
Extensive government e:l-.-perience and initiative were stressed. as prime
qualities for these jobs.

We have attached a draft diagram of our concept of the Committee's organiza'""
tional structure with sot:le of the participatory agencies to serve on the
task forces. We'd appreciate your comments on L'i.is.

.'

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 8, 1975

H3~·~0?'-Z\NDUH FOR:

FRO~·l:

Jim Cannon
- Dick Parsons

.

SUBJECT:

':'Illegal Aliens
· ....·..:

This memorandum responds to your _request for an update on where
we are.on the illegal. aliens problem.
BACKG~OUND

The President established the Domestic Council. Committee on Illega1
Aliens on January 6, 1975, to develop, coordinate an~ present to .
him policy issues dealing with the problem of illegal aliens (See
?ab A). Although the Attorney General was designated to serve as
Chairman of the Committee, the first few meetings were chaired by
Deputy Attorney General Silberman early last Spring_ Little of
substance was accomplished at these meetings, apart from determining that there was no good :data on the scope of the problem.
Silberman 's departure from the Department of Justice resulted in a
loss of · leadership on the Committee.

In June, ·you sUbmitted an options paper to the President requesting
guidance on the direction and level of resources to be employed in
analysis of the illegal aliens problem· (See Tab B) - Based on the
President 's decision to pursue a major · comprehensive effort, I wrote
to Deputy Attorney General Tyler (Sili:ferman 's successor), informing
hi~ of the President's decision (See Tab C) and suggesting a new
organizational structure for the Coilli-nittee (See Tab D) _
CURRENT STATUS
Partially as a result of the early findings of the Comiuittee, the
In-nigration and Naturalization Service formulated a study proposal
which would enable i t to determine the distribution, characteristics
n~~~er, flo~ and impact of illegal aliens in this country;
This
study is currently awaiting Congressional appropriations.
As a result of the President's June decision and our follow-up

adv_ised that the Attorney General intends to
of the Conu~ittee and to create a
full-time staff capacity ·within the Department of Justice. lie is
?r~?~ring a memorandum to you detailing his plans in this regard.

co:!'."respondcnce, I
p2~sona lly

am

ass~me chair~anship

:l • .,_

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JANUARY 6, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

----------------------------------------------------------------THE WHITE HOUSE
January 6,. 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE DOMESTIC COUNCIL
Secretary of State
Secretary of the Treasury
Attorney General
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of Labor
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary of Housing and Urban De-crelopment:
Secretary of Transportation
Assistant to the President Baroody
Director# Office of Management and Budget
Chairman, Council on Economic Advisers
Chairman,. Council on Environmental Quality
Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency
Director, ACTION

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on ]!legal Aliens

I am today establishing a new Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
This Committee will develop, coordinate and present to me policy issues that
cut across agency lines to provide better programs for dealing with this
National problem. The .Attorney General will serve as the Chairman of this
Committee. The membership of the Committee will consist of the Secretary
of State, Secretary of the Treasury# Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary
of Commerce, Secretary of Labor, Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, .Assistant to the President Baroody, and the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget.

GERALD R. FORD

ft # #

' ,, ,_,
THE 'Nl-llTE HOUS!::
WASHllJGTON

June 13, 1975

!\!EMORANDUr.·1 FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FRO:\.f:

JIM CANNON

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROUND:

On January 6, 1975, you established the Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Alien5 to develo?, coordinate and prese::i.t policy issues that cut across
agency lines to provide better programs for dealing '\vith the national problcltl
of illegal aliens. The mee~ings of the Committee have revealed the cun:cnt
total le.ck of solid data on the problem and the difficulity in obtafrdng it. The
Committee is divided on its futul:"e course -- whethe1: it should adopt a limited,
methodical approach "':hich would take several years to car:::-y out or attern.pt
a quicker resolution with several attendant risks. Your guidance is nece~;sc:::xy
to resolve this impasse.
OPTIONS:
There a1·e two competing 2lternatives for the Committee's future activities and
a non exclusive third optio1:1.

1.

Limited Step by

S~ep

Approach:

A limited option would be to establish a legislative strategy for the passage
of the Rodino Bill, which establishes penalties for the employment of illegal
aliens, and determine a position on the Kennedy Bill, which would confer
legal st?..tus on illegals who have resided in the United States for more
than three years. The Committee would also monitor 2.!1. Immigration and
~aturalization study, currently a\.,:aiting Congressio:ial app1-opriation!;
approV<ll, which '\VOtA1d identify the number, location and employment
pattern.-- of illegals in the United States. Following completion of this
preliminary study 2.-:-id building on the data it provides, a series of impact
studic~.> co-:..1ld then be· devised, if co!lsidered necess2.xy. to examine the
effect of illagal 21ie!1:> in a1-cas like jobs. schools. sodc.l "l.vdfare , etc.

-~-

Pro -

This option would permit a positive step by step approae.:."-1
vnthout incurring great additional c~sts or creating ma..-idatcs
for furth~r action. It would fu.rr>..ish data ne!:essary to
establishing the p:lrameters of the problem and for t..'ie formulation
of a. logical sequence of studies lending to solutions.

Con -

It is a lir.:?ited approach to t..'J..ie problem and would not do much
before tha election to solve the larger accompanying economic
-~g_~_<::)cial ~mpa~ of the pressure of illegal «)liens apart from
establishl:ig sa:D~tions agai.!lst .amploymen,t.

---·
-- .... -

·-----

?
.....

Immediate Coreprehensi ve Apo:ro~ch:

&-i alternative app:roac..'"i would encompass the legislative and tn()nitoring
activiti~s outlined above plU3 the im:nediate comroencer.ient of long-range
impact studies to exacine such problems as:·
a.

What are the cost effects of illeg:tl illens on socfa.l services like.
welfare, unemployment insurance> health delivery and ecucation?

b.

What is the cultural n.nd social impact of illegal aliens on areas in
in wlrlc..li they settle? Do they m?..ke contributicns to L1-ie communities
in which they concentrate or are they parasites?

c.

What is the effect o.f t.lie illegal c:Uien.s i..-iflU.."'< on our foreign policy :md
international reb.tion.s? {T'.ois question would be examinc:d in concert
wit.'1 the Seereta.ry of State's Interagency Committee for Study of
Problems Related to Illegal Me:xic;in :Migration into the United States,)

d.

How inany and what type of jobs do the illegals take away a..-id in what
industries? Can these jobs be filled by Americans and is the U.S.
labor force adequate and willing to work in jcbs now occupied by
illegal aliens?
Pro

It would pl"ovide a large body of background data and accelerrtte
your Administration's efforl3 to deal with the problem.

Con -

This proposal would take time. money and the co!nmitment of a
full ti::ne st.,,-ff of agency pe:rsonnel or consult~nts. The impact
studies could h~ighten tensions among Spa."lish speaking
groups ~d th-e :results. particularly :b the social servicts
&>.rea. could produce evidence of the inordinate cost of ill~s;pl
nliens on state and 1oc3l governm.~nts. This could creafo
pressures ior Fcder:tl subsidias to ease the probl~m.

-33.

Rt::viaw of !mmigl:'"ation a.."'1.d Work Entry L:iw3:
.A:n option, not excluded ~y adoption cf eifoe:r of the proc~_c_E._:"lg tw~.
would be an exaI:"...ination of current laws covering immigration a.,-,.d admission
cf aliens for employment. This study would seek to <letern-J.ne whether or.
not libe:::-clizL"'lg t.>tes~ laws would :rer.io~J2 the influx of illegals and thei.!:"
impact o::.-i the economy. It could review the policfos of other cot.mtrle:i in
this regard, notably Europe, and cvalu;\te the old Federal 11 Bracero 11
employm-ant p:rogram, in which Me::-cica..T1 citizens '-Ve:re allowed entry for
employment under:?. quota system.

Pro -

Would provide the dat::i for a ''legalistic:: 11 solution to the problem .
by exaci:nL-ig t.~e feasibilitt/ 0£ adrdtr.....--i.g more aliens as
immig=-ants and legal wol"k~:rs.

Con -

The study could incur the opposition cf o:rga.-Uzed
·w hom t...~e waracero11 progra."!l was an a.."l.::i.thema.

labo~

to

P-.ECOMMEJ.'IDATIONS
Option 1 (Lircited Step by St~p Approach)

- Levi . Buchen, 1farsh.
Seidm::ln

Option 2 (Im:r:iecliate Comprehensive App1·oach)

- Dunlop. Lynn. Can:icn

Op ti.on 3 (Review of L"n:nigration and Vl ork Entry L«ws) - Le-..ri, Bucl-:.en .. Marsh .
Lynn. Cannon
DECISION:
O?tion 1 - - - - -

Option 3

Yes

or

~----

Option 2

~fo

------

-----

.,

. ,..

.•

June 30, 1975

E.A.•.~OLD R. TYLER
Ch~.r.:can.

Domestic Council Committee en Illegal Alien3

JTR.Ot.;!:

RICH.ARI) D. PARSONS
Assoc!.ate Director and Counsel
Do.me.stic Council

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens

BACKGROtJND:

r

··-

As you may recall, we recently p:-esented the President with a series of' options
regarding the :future cours:e of the Domestic Ccuncil Cc~mit!ee C:::l !!legal Alfons.
These we.re:
1.

A Limited Steo bv Steo Aoo:-oach:
A l.imited option would be to establish a legislative strategy for the passage
of the Rodino Bill. which estabiishes penalties for tJ1e employment of illegal
aliens .. and determine a position on tha Kennedy Bill, which would confer
legal status on illegals who have resided in the U:.:iited States for Inore
than three yea:r-9. The Committee would also monitor an Imm!gration and
Natur<llization study, currently awiliting Congressional appi-cprlations
approval, which would identL.7 the number, loco.tion and employment
patterns of illegal> in the United States. Following completion of thls
prelici..."la...-y study C4"'1d building on t.1-ie data it provides;, a serie.s of impact
studies cotild t."J.ien be de-.n.xd , if considered necessary, to examine the
effect of illegal alfar..s in .a:rea.s li:\'.e jobs, schools, social welfare .. etc.

2.

An

Irr:~?.dbi:e

Comprehi!nsive Ap:>"!""cach:

An al~~:::-;:i.ative aoproach
would encom-:Jass
L'ie le~islative
a..~d 17!on.Hori:1·-:
.. ,..
-.
0
activitie .s outlined abcr-1~ oh.is tne i::imec.~ate ccmmenc·ement of Jona-ran~::'!
0
0
impact ::;t~<li~s to c::<a41i.ce such problems a.s:
A

-~-

a.

'\ 1fo::i.t

~:re

·\vel£u~,

the cost e.fi:ects of illeg:tl. aliens on social s~rvices lL!.ce
unecp lop.cnt i.;:su::-a...'1.c:. health dell very 2.nC. education?

b.

'Wh:i.t is the cultural and sodal impact of illeg;tl aliens on :a"t"eas .in
in which. they settli:!? Do they make contributions to t...'"ie communiti~s
in whid1 t.i."iey concentrate or a~e th~y pa:rasites?

c.

What i3 tha effect of the illegal alien.3 influ.-..: on our foreign policy and
in'i:e1'"~ational relations? {This question wocl<l be e;..:aci~ed h1 conc~rt
with foe Secreta.!"y or State's int:er;gency Curnmi~ee for Study of
Probl~ms Related to Illegal ~fo::dca.."l ?..-iig'.?"ation into L.•e UnH:?d States.)

••

r.!.0~1

. '
many a.Tl d w h.::it ;,,.....,.
;. 7 re c:• JOOS

~

~o

, ·ca.~e
. .. .a-...vay an d 1!l
. wn.3t
•
..."1e l·1·leg:i.:.s

~·

Ca."'\ t.~e.:>e job=> oe filled by Anerlcans and is the U.S.
labor force adequata and willing to work L"l jobs now occupied by
illegal aiiens?

industri~;;?

Review of Immigration and Work Entry Laws:
An cpti.on. !!Ct exduC.ed by ac!op~on of either of the p:rocedbg ~·
would be an e:-cami..'"laticn 0£ current laws cmre~....."'lg i..-rrmigrati.on
acimis.sion
of aliens for employment. This study would seek to dd~rrnine wh~th~r O'!"
not libcralbL7lg these laws would re-move th.a influx of illegals and their .
impact on foe economy. It could :;.:-eview
policies o.f. oth~r countrl-as i:i
this regard, notably Eu..-ope, and evaluate the old Federal "Bracel"o"
employment program, in which ~1emcan citizens were allcw.~d entry for
employment under a q!.!of:a system.

and

foe

Dl~CISION:

'Tbe President chose 2 and 3. ~..fay I suggest that you call a meeting of the
i.!<:!p~tment ~"1d agency representatives to t.i.1-ie Committee to dis.cnss effectuation
cf the President1s decision. If you would designate one of your a:;sistants as
a contact in thls subject area~ my as.sista.."lt~ Lynn },!3y. will wor~c. with him in
s~~ting up th~ :meeting.

THE V/HITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 18, 1975

i'.!EMOR..L\NDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ATTOR.i'\JEY GENERAL
FROM:

RICHARD D. PARSONS/F. LYNN "M AY

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on Ilkgal Aliens

On June 30, we forwarded to you a memorandum which outlined the President's
decisions regarding the future activities of the Domestic Council Committee
on Illegal Aliens. We have since consulted with other White Rouse and OMB
staff members who have some jurisdiction over illegal aliens and related
matters. All of them 2.gree that the present organization of the Domestic
Council Committee is ill-suited to carry out the tasks approved by the
President, citing the need for better direction and the coordination of
Committee activities.
Accordingly, we have taken a first cut at a new organizational structure for
the Committee. which is presented for your consideration. Structurally, it

entails breaking the Co::rnittee's activities into specific categories based on
the President's decision and assigning task forces to work on them. The
categories that we thought of are:
(1) A study of the impact of illegal. aliens on jobs.
(2) A study of the impact on the social services (welfare, education,
health services. une~ployment insurance. etc.)
(3) A review of existing laws on immigration and admission for
employment.

( 4) A examination of the law enforcement aspects related to illegal
aliens.
(S) A examination of existing and proposed legislation affecting illegal
aliens.

-2••

-,.
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...

The people consulted in this r.1atter advocated the temporary ap?ointr.:;ent
of an E.:.:ecutive Dh-ector to the Comrdttee to coordinat~ t!1e activiti~s cf the
t~sk force and the designation of key people to wo:!.·k on the task forces.
Extensive govcmment e::i...i>erien~e and initiative wez-e stressed as _p rime
qualities for these jobs.
We have attached a dra....:t diagram of our concept of the Cocmitt:ee' s organizational stl"ucture with sot:::e of the partidpatory agencies to serve on the
t::i.sk forces. We'd appreciate your comments on t.t"ns .

.'

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHI N G TO N

September 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Jim Cannon

FROM:

Dick Parsons

~
• _)

SUBJECT:
This memora

for an update on where

BACKGROUND
The President established the, Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens on January 6, 1975, to develop, coordinate and present to
him policy issues dealing with the problem of illegal aliens (See
Tab A). Although the Attorney General was designated to serve as
Chairman of the Committee, the first few meetings were chaired by
Deputy Attorney General Silberman early last Spring. Little of
substance was accomplished at these meetings, apart from determining that there was no good data on the scope of the problem.
Silberman's departure from the Department of Justice resulted in a
loss of leadership on the Committee.

~~
~-

· n June, you submitted an options paper to the President requesting
guidance on the direction and level of resources to be employed in
·
nalysis of the illegal aliens problem (See Tab B). Based on the
resident's decision to pursue a major comprehensive effort, I wrote
"'\
f':'] o?Jputy Attorney General Tyler (Silberman' s successor), informing
\~ :1~~
~th~ President's decision (See ~ab C) and suggesting a new
-~ :j!ga :zational structure for the Committee (See Tab D}.
-

Vi! · - .ruRRENT

STATUS

.

~
'- . Partially as a result of the early findings of the Committee, the
\.1-'
Immigration and Naturalization Service formulated a study proposal
l

.,_.
Q~

'(fl-.,·

which would enable it to determine the distribution, characteristics,
number, flow and impact of illegal aliens in this country. This
tudy is currently awaiting Congressional appropriations.
As a result of the President's June decision and our follow-up
correspondence, I am advised that the Attorney General intends to
personally assume chairmanship of the Committee and to create a
full-time staff capacity within the Department of Justice. He is
~reparing a me;:orandum to you detailing his plans in this regard.
,..
.-

Q~

~t\f)

µ

~ tut-~

•,

-,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 23, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Jim Cannon

FRO.M:

Dick Parson:--µ

SUBJECT:

Illegal Aliens

You recently inquired about which Congressional Committees
had oversight responsibility on the Illegal Aliens issue.
They are:
The Immigration and Naturalization Subcommittee of
the Senate Judiciary Committee (Sen. James Eastland,
Chairman; Sen. Hiram Fong, Ranking Minority Member);
and
/
The Immigration, Citizenship and International Law
Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary
(Rep. Joshua Eilberg, Chairman; Rep. Hamilton Fish,
Ranking Minority Member).

__,_<

s<Z

_,,/'

..
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 16, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

WA~. HENDRIKS

FROM :

PA\ MXKEE

SUBJECT

Illegal Aliens

Would you please add to the tracking system, the
Attorney General's responsibilities of Chairing
the Committee on Illegal Aliens, and the fact that
he will be reporting via memorandum to Mr. Cannon
detailing his plans?
Thanks.

Attachment

,
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHING TON

September 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
for an update on where

This memora
BACKGROUND

The President established the, Domestic Council Committee on Illegal
Aliens on January 6, 1975, to develop, coordinate and present to
him policy issues dealing with the problem of illegal aliens (See
Tab A). Although the Attorney General was designated to serve as
Chairman of the Committee, the first few meetings were chaired by
Deputy Attorney General Silbarman early last Spring. Little of
substance was accomplished at these meetings, apart from determining that there was no good data on the scope of the problem.
Silberman's departure from the Department of Justice resulted in a
loss of leadership on the Committee.
n June, you submitted an options paper to the President requesting
guidance on the direction and level of resources to be employed in
nalysis of the illegal aliens problem (See Tab B). Based on the
resident's decision to pursue a major comprehensive effort, I wrote
:\~.~puty Attorney General Tyler (Silberman's successor), informing
\\
·
f the President's decision (See Tab C) and suggesting a new
· ga izational structure for the Committee (See Tab D).

CJ.

~

URRE.NT STATUS

.

Partially as a result of the early findings of the Committee, the
Immigration and Naturalization Service formulated a study proposal
which would enable it to determine the distribution, characteristics,
number, flow and impact of illegal aliens in this country. This
tudy is currently awaiting Congressional appropriations.
As a result of the President's June decision and our follow-up
correspondence, I am advised that the Attorney General intends to
personally assume chairmanship of the Committee and to create a
full-time staff capacity within the Department of Justice. He is
preparing a memorandum to you detailing his plans in this regard.
tr
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 23, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

Jim Cannon

FROM:

Dick

SUBJECT:

Illegal Aliens

Parson~

You recently inquired about which Congressional Committees
had oversight responsibility on the Illegal Aliens issue.
They are:
The Immigration and Naturalization Subcommittee of
the Senate Judiciary Committee (Sen. James Eastland,
Chairman; Sen. Hiram Fong, Ranking Minority Member);
and
The Immigration, Citizenship and International Law
Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary
(Rep. Joshua Eilberg, Chairman; Rep. Hamilton Fish,
Ranking Minority Member}.
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1312 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE.

N.W.

•WASHINGTON. O.C. 20005

M061 Reverend Joseph L. Bernardin, Archbishop of Cincinnati
President

~!OST

REY. JA}IES S. R..\liSCH
G~Mral

Secretary

REV. ROBERT V. :lfO'.'iTICELLO
As.social~

Geru:ral Secrl!tary

REV. :lfICHAELJ. SHEEHA.'I
A$,i.slanl Gui~ral Secretary

September 2, 1975
The.Honorable Theodore c. Marrs
Special Assistant - Human Resources
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Ted:
For your information, I am-sending you the attached
copy of a letter I have just writ.ten to .President Ford
on legislation dealing with "illegal aliens." As you
know, the United States Catholic Conference is greatly
concerned about the governmeritts policy in this regard.
Anything you can do to insure careful consideration of
our views by appropriate officials within the Administration would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

+~ J. ~c4
Most Reverend James S. Rausch
General Secretary
Enclosure
JSR/jc

1312

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE.

N.W.

•WASHINGTON. O.C. 20005

Moot Reverend Jo:.cph L Bernardin. Archbishop of Cincinnati
President

~!OST REV.

j \ \lC:S :'. RAL"SCH

:;,..v· ;.;

Se-:r~tt.Jt•y

R!i;Y. ROBERT V.
REV.

~!0:-iTICELLO

~lCil·\EL J. SHEEHA:-i
C".'\.tfal S~cr~ti:J.ry

ASlU!.UU

September 2, 1975

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Mr. President:

•

I am writing you about a matter of great concern to
the catholic bishops of the United States. At the meeting
of June 18, 1975, between members of the Executive Committee
of the United States catholic conference and yourself, we
expressed our views about the 11 illegal alien problem" in
the United-States. At that time our position was.that we
supported legislation which would grant meaningful amnesty
to those aliens who had been residing in this country for
sometime and in particular to those who had established
families here. we also stressed our opposition to any
punitive measµres by the Federal government against these
persons •
In late July, just before the beginning of the summer
recess of congress, the Committee on the Judiciary of the
U.S. House of Representatives voted to report out a bill
(H.R.8713) dealing with "illegal aliens."
During consideration of this legislation by both the
Subcommittee and the full Judiciary committee, the U.S.C.C.
expressed strong reservation about several of its provisions
and, in the testimony presented on March 13, 1975, recommended a number of changes. None of the changes which were suggested have been incorporated in the final version of the
bill approved by the Judiciary Committee. Therefore, it is
our judgment that H.R.8713 still remains so seriously defective that it should be opposed in its entirety.
It is our judgment that this legislation has been developed in the context of totally inadequate information on
the part of either the Legislative or Admin trative branches
of the government. The government really does not know how

The President
Page two
September 2, 1975

many so-called illegal aliens are in the United States and
it can only guess at the impact they are having on the
economy.

If enacted in this form, this legislation will create
a ~erious civil rights problem by greatly enhancing the
possibility of job discrimination against minority group
persons. By providing sanctions against any employers who
hire an illegal alien, it is creating a situation which
assuredly will lead to discrimination against any person
belonging to a minority group whose legal status might be
called into question.
Furthermore, this legislation would result in inhumane
and immoral treatment of large numbers of very poor people
who have been residing in this country for a number of
years, many of whom have established ;families here. We consider
unconscionable that our government should even consider separating families by forcing a mass exodus or deportation of millions of men, women, and children.
On August 20, I issued a statement concerning this legislation, on behalf of the U.S. catholic Conference.
I am
enclosing a copy of this statement for your information.
am writing both to keep you informed of our views
and to request that your Administration join us in opposing
passage of H.R.8713.
I

Sincerely yours,.

-rL
Mo~

J. ~

Reverend James S. Rausch
General Secretary
Enclosure
JSR/jc

united States catholic conference
Statement on
''Illegal Alien" Legislation

August 20, 1975

On a number of occasions during the past several
years the Bishops of the United States have spoken out
about the need for a humane and just approach in our
government's policies established to solve current national
and international economic problems. We have spoken for
the-need of balancing the normal consumers' demand in the
market place with the special needs of the working class,
the poor, and the elderly, especially in regard to the costs
of food and fuel. We have emphasized the need for a radical
change in the consumptive habits of the more advanced
societies in order to insure a just distribution of the
world's goods to the less fortunate both at home and abroad.
We have tried to focus attention on the interdependent nature
of the world community of nations and the moral obligation
of the United States and other developed and wealthy societies to share more of the wealth which they have managed
to accumulate and control.
Once again we feel compelled to speak out on these
matters because of a very dangerous direction in which the
Congress of the United States is moving in dealing with one
very important aspect of our troubled economy.
Soon after
the summer recess, the Com.~ittee on the Judiciary will bring
before the United States House of Representatives a bill
which will, in effect, attempt to provide a "scapegoat"
solution to our economic problems. The Judiciary Committee
will propose that Congress pass an "Illegal Alien Bill"
{H.R. ~713) which will supposedly help us out of our
economic morass.
Although there is little available in terms of supporting facts, advocates of this legislation claim that literally
millions of illegal aliens have come into our country in
recent years.
It is further alleged that these people are
taking a significant number of jobs that would otherwise be
available for citizens or lawful resident aliens: that they
are adding to the tax load by utilizing health, education, and
social services: and, that they are causing a drain on our
monetary resources by sending a good deal of the money they
earn out of the U.S. to support their families at home.

(over)

The stated purpose of this legislation is to stop the
influx of illegal aliens into our country by cutting off the
economic incentives that attract them here in the first place.
This is to be accomplished by making it illegal for any
employer to hire or to continue to employ any alien who has
not been properly certified by the government to be eligible
for employment. In essence, the government will be requiring
the employers of this nation to enforce the immigration laws
which it failed to enforce in the past either as a matter of
policy or incompetence.
In our opinion, this legislation is objectionable from
several points of view. In the first place, neither Congress
nor the Administration has demonstrated that they have
adequate information on the scope of the illegal alien problem
or of the possible effects of this new legislation on lawful
alien residents and citizens. They have no idea how many
illegal aliens are really in the country. Their estimates
range from 2 to 12 million. They really do not know whether
the illegals who are here are holding jobs which either citizens
or lawful residents would be willing to accept. They can only
guess at the additional costs being created by the alleged
increased need for public services or the alleged amount of
~oney being sent out of the country by illegals.
That the Federal government's information about illegal
aliens is inadequate is best verified by the fact that in
both fiscal years 1975 and 1976, the Immigration and Naturalization Service has sought special appropriations of $1 million
from Congress to conduct a study of the problem. In a document
submitted to Congress justifying the need for this study it
is stated:
"Without knowing the actual scope of the problem, it
is not possible to attack it effectively. It is,
therefore, mandatory that I.&N.S. assess the illegal
alien situation to determine not only the magnitude,
but also the characteristics, mode, and locations of
entry, area of residence, and extent of impact of the
illegal alien population."
In addition, President Ford recently appointed a special
Cabinet Committee to study the matter. There seems to be
little doubt that the government itself recognizes its lack
of basic information. Therefore, neither the Congress nor the
Administration should in·itiate major new policies in regard
to illegal aliens prior to conducting comprehensive and objective studies of this matter.

- 3 -
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Assuming that the problem is of such magnitude as to
justify some sort of legislative remedy of this nature, the
legislation proposed by the House Judiciary Committee is
seriously defective to the point of being completely undesirable. In attempting to solve an economic problem this
proposal will create a civil rights problem of horrendous
magnitude.
. By providing sanctions against any employer who hires
an illegal alien, this legislation would create a situation
that assuredly will lead to discrimination against any person
belonging to a minority group whose legal status might be
called into question. Legal aliens and minority group
citizens will be denied employment simply because employers
will not want to run the risk of inadvertently violating
the law.
,

On the request of Congressman Don Edwards (D.-Calif.),
Chairman of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Civil Rights and
Constitutional Rights, the United States Commission on Civil
Rights, through its Staff Director, submitted comments on this
proposed legislation on July 28, 1975. The following excerpts
from these coroments summarize the Commission's point of view:
"It is our view that the passage of H.R. 8713 in its
present form will have a direct discriminatory effect
on minority persons seeking employment, whether they
are citizens or aliens authorized to work in the
United States."
"Secondly, even if employers were to request the same
proof of status from all applicants, the difficulties
in making determinations of citizenship or alien status
will inevitably result in employers hiring less minority
applicants in order to minimize the risk of hiring illegal
aliens. Minority citizens as well as minority legal
aliens will be the victims of discriminatory hiring."
"However, attempts to solve this country's serious
economic problems cannot be made at the expense of
the civil and constitutional rights of minority persons."
The Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund
also submitted comments o'n July 23, 1975, in a similar vein
to Congressman Edwards. Their position can be summarized by
the following quotation from those comments:

{over)
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"Specifically, the illegal alien bill has provisions
which when implemented will inevitably result in certain
groups being treated differently solely on the basis that
members of these groups look 'foreign'."
On June 18, 1975, an important meeting took place at
the White House between the members of the Executive Committee
of the U.S. Catholic Conference/National Conference of Catholic
Bishops and the President of the United States.
This delegation, headed by Archbishop Joseph L. Bernardin,
President, USCC/NCCB, discussed with President Ford a number
of public policy issues of pressing concern to the Catholic
Bishops of the United States. An issue of major import concerned the matter of the illegal alien problem. At this meeting,
the Bishops stressed their support for legislation which would
grant a meaningful amnesty to these people and opposed any
punitive measures by the government against the aliens.
On March 13, 1975, Msgr. George Higgins, Secretary for
Research, presented the testimony of the u.s.c.c. on this
matter before the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration,
Citizenship, and International Law. In this testimony, the
u.s.c.c. focused much of its attention on the most serious'
problem with this legislation, that is, how to humanely handle
those aliens without legal status who already are and have been
residing in this country for sometime. We have been particularly concerned with the effects of this legislation on those
who have established families here and have become integrated
into our society. They are generally very poor people living
a marginal existence. In our testimony, Msgr. Higgins stated:
"The effect of the present wording .. ·• would be
a screening by the employer of all the employees within
ninety days after the law was enacted. The dismissal
of untold numbers of workers from their jobs in such a
short period of time would cause unbelievable havoc among
their families and in the communities where they live.
It would be physically impossible for the Immigration
Service to move such ·large numbers of people. Moreover,
it is unconscionable that our government should even
consider separating families by forcing a mass exodus
or deportation of literally millions of men, women, and
children."

- 5 -
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Our basic position is that the Federal government should
deal with the problem of the future influx of illegal aliens
separately from the problem of those already residing in this
country. Those who are already here are here because the
government has been both unwilling and unable to enforce its
own immigration laws. Most of these people have established
families, part of whom are American citizens with all of the
rights of citizenship.
, To cut these families off from their meager economic
sustenance and to force upon them the great hardship of
emigrating or to attempt some sort of mass deportation effort
would be both inhumane and immoral. For a nation which for
two hundred years has been a symbol of hope for the oppressed
and the poor of all nations of the world, such an action
would be unthinkable.
There is only one just and humane solution to this important
aspect of the problem which would be consistent with the
tradition and ideals of a country which has been known as the
"nation of immigrants" that is, to once again show our generosity
by allowing these people to become legal residents. Consequently,
we have advocated that a meaningful amnesty provision be
incorporated into this legislation. Such a provision would,
allow people who have already been in the country for a period
of time, particularly those who have family ties here, to
adjust their status. This must be done without penalizing
those who are waiting to come into the·country through normal
irnrnigra~ion channels.
The number of those adjusted in this
manner must not be charged against existing immigration quotas.
The bill (H.R. 8713) as it is presently written has a
so-called "amnesty provision." Close analysis of the provision
has shown that it will benefit relatively few people at best.
We consider this provision as little more than lip service to
the concept of amnesty and therefore judge it to be completely
inadequate.
In conclusion, we call upon the Congress and the President
to reject the proposed "Illegal Alien Bill" (H.R. 8713) as
unjust and discriminatory.

OCT 15
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;\L2MORANDUM FOR JL.vI CAVANAUGH

THROUGH:

DICK PARSONS

D.
,,.--.

FROM:

LYNN MAY

SUBJECT:

Update

on

_fl

A

~

~l

,__,/

Illegal Aliens

Cannon's report to the President might be as follows:
The Attorney General has agr.eed to serve as Chairman of the
Domestic Council Committee on Illegal Aliens and v1.rill meet shortly
with Secretary Dunlop to discuss the appropriate course of activity
for the Committee. rdembers of the Domestic Council have held
a preiiminary meeting with_Justice Department personnel to establish
a new organizational structure and a.'1. agenda for the next meeting
of the Committee, tentatively scheduled for next month.

...

.u

Dick

:

C'i' =

,..,
..L

Pc.rso~s

Illeg=.l Alier:s

s 82.:.~0rand~~. res?onds to your .request for an uj?date on where
are on the illeg~L ali~~s problem_

-

:

T~,

Pre5ident established the Domestic Council-Conmit tee on Illeg.
.'.'\5 on Jan.uary 6, 197 3, to develop, coordinate an~ present to
hi~ policy issues deali~g with the problem of illegal alisns (Se~
'i.'c.b A) _ Al though the Attorney General. was designated to serve as.
.
c: . '
c OLW:l.1..-.:.::ee,
.. .
....h
t .r
• •
.
C h..aJ..rG.~n
O.L cne
'-.. e .c
.1....irs
.Lew mee-.:.i.ngs
were c h aired
by
DeIJuty Attorney Gene1:al Silherman early last Spring_ Littie o:f
subs~ance was accomplished at these meetings, apart from decermin
ing that: there was no good :data on the scope of the problem_
Silberr.:ra.n's departu:=2 from the Department of Justice resulted in
loss of leadership o~ the Cor:::..~ittee ;;

•

In June, you sUbmittea an optio~s paper to the President requesti
guida~ce on the direc~ion and level of resources to be employed j
analysis of the illegal aliens problem· (See Tab B) _ Based on thE
President 1 s decisioCT.. to pursue a major co:::nprehensive effort, I ~·n
to Deputy Attorney GeQerai Tyler (Silb-erman's successor), informj
bin of the President 's decision (See Tab C) and suggesting a new
orga..~izational structure for the Committee (See Tab D) _
CURP.i::NT STP.SUS

Partially as a result of the early findings of the Com.i~ittee, th;
I~~igration and Naturalization Service formulated a study propos
·w: i ~h would enable i t to deterr::.ine the distribution_, charact.er±s
n -Der, flo:.; and impact of il:lega1 ~liens in this country~ This
st-Jdy is currently: await:iµ~ Ca11g:ressiorrcl ap:Qropr::i ati-OilS~
As a resu lt. of the President's June decision anl- our follow-up
c::· l":." r~.S?O~c1c;1. c~, I am advised that. the Attorney Gene-cal int.en.els t
>> ·~:::.;on~l.ly a::..-sll!•te. ch<:lirr.la_r'\sh.i? of the Co~-cittee and to create c.l
~·l
~

l-tine ~.t.-:d:f cu.pac.ity within the Department of Justice_
He i
·-._'.)ul'."i. l~f .::1 1·1ew.oru.nc1u::1. to you detailing hi$ plans in this rcgarc

October 23, 1975

Jim Kinqzett, Leqislative Aaaiatant
to Senator Bob Pacbfood, called to
inquire if he aigb~ have an upc!ate
on the Committee on J:lleqal AlieJIS.

can you prepare somet:hing for

him?

ltingsett wou14 aleo like to have the
name of your contact in t:he DepartllllllDt of Justice who is c:oordinatinq
the work of the comittee.
:l.ingzett's number 1• 224-5244.

Dick

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 19, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:

RAY W

SUBJECT:

Illegal Aliens

I

ALDMANN/1

At todays OMB Directors Review on the Justice Department, the
question of the activities of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
in dealing with the border crossings, particularly Mexicans, was
discussed. Results to date of INS activities are unsatisfactory. Jim
Lynn suggested that a Domestic Council Task Force be established to
review this problem, develop solutions in addition to continuing
Administration support for the Rodino Bill. It was mentioned by OMB
staff that several efforts along this line had been mounted in the
past including a Domestic Council Group established last spring which
''came to nothing, as most of these groups do. 11
Jim Lynn specifically asked that I pass on to you his request that
this group be reactivated or a new group set up, not to achieve anything
by the time of the State of the Union, but to come up with workable
program solutions after 11 a years hard work. 11

~ick Parsons

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

12/5

TO
FROM:

Dick Parsons

,;;?
"J/

Calvin J. Collier '
Associate Director
Economics and Government

I am sure that this will be of
interest to you.

Attachment

EXECUTIVE OFFiCE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503

December 3, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR CALVIN COLLIER

Subject:

Study of Illegal Aliens

You may recall the Immigration and Naturalization Service received
$1 million in FY 1976 to study the size, characteristics, and impact
of the illegal alien population in the United States. Prior to
apportioning 1976 funds, we asked INS for a report on how they
intend to proceed with the study. The IMS report is attached
for your review.
If you perceive problems with the study design, this is the time
to register them, though you wi 11 see that some components of the
study are already underway. For our part, we believe the study will
focus on the important illegal alien issues, though we do note that
at least a part of the $200 thpusand devoted to operations research
will be used to develop methods for dealing with the problem rather
than to measure its characteristics and magnitude.
Comments on the study design will be appreciated.
comments or suggestions by December 10.

\,~\\..~\..e_ ~
Malcolm E. Arnold
Budget Examiner

We will need any

... '
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UNITED STATES GOVERNt.IENT

J([emorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

GO 1285-P

James F. Hoobler, Director
Management Programs and Budget Staff

DATE:

NOV 18 1975

Associate Deputy Ccrnmissioner
for Planning and Evaluation
Irrrni gra ti on and Natura 1i zati on Service
Report on I&i"lS Plans for Illegal Alien Study -

There are currently unkno\'m numbers of i1 legal a 1 iens in the United
States impacting the health, education, \·1elfare, 1abor, criminal justice,
and other socio-economic systems. The Imnigration and Naturalization
·
Service has been under considerable pressure to determine ti1e magnitude
and real impact of the illegal alien population on the United States,
but heretofore there has been no reliable method to assess this major
proble~.
Available data has been based purely on apprehension data or
single 11 horror story 11 cases which may typify the problem~ but this
information alone has given us no integrated information as to the
real scope of the illegal alien population. Because of this major need,
$1 million was requested in our FY 1976 Budget to enable I&llS to undertake a major study to detennine the size, characteristics, and impact
of the illegal alien problem.
·
Because of the significant amount of the funds allocated for the Study,
considerable precaution has been taken to ensure that the Study done
with thase funds will ensure the maximum and optimum results to assist
the Service in policy and resource planning and evaluation and to inform
othar Federal and State agencies of the preliminary impacts of i 11ega l
aliens on their various systs~s.
·
Under a contract awarded by LE.!lA, David north of Linton and Company
designed a major study to determine the magnitude, characteristics, and
impact of the illegal alien population on the United States. The
formulation of this design v!as coordinated with I&i·~s at all stages,
including review by key Service personnel to ensure the accuracy·and
practicability of the design. The final design \·Jas completed in late May.
As a further precaution, Lesko Associates evaluated and validated. the
design as a part of a contract to give a preliminary estimate of the
number of illegal aliens in the United States and to give the staff in
the Office of Planni;1g and Evaluation ongoing stati sti cal analysis capability.
This evaluation made S0i1e minor modifications in the design to ensure
complete statistical validity and reliability.
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The study as designed consists of seven specific but interrelated studies.
These studies and their expected end products are:
Specific Study

End Product

1.

Residential Survey

Data on stock of illegals (numbers~
characteristics, and distribution
within the U.S.)

.2.

Border Patrol Staffing
Pattern Experiment

Data on flows of those entering
without inspection across the
Southwest border

.3.

Border Patrol Sensor
Reporting Experiment

Data on fl m-1s of those entering
without inspection across the
Southwest border

4.

Fraudulent Documentation
Study (air and land ports)

Data on flows of those entering the
country with fraudulent documentation
at air and land ports of entry

5.

Characteristics Study

Data on the detailed characteristics
of illegal aliens

6.

Industrial Survey

Data on impacts of illegal aliens on
the labor market and their characteristics

7.

Impact of Illegals on
Legal Aliens

Data on impacts of illegal aliens on
legal aliens and related minority
groups

Each study will provide data on flows, stock~ characteristics or impacts
of the illegal alien population. The attached chart shows the relationships among the studies and how they relate to the four types of information
to be obtained from the Study as a whole. The Fraudulent Document Study
and the Border Patrol Sensor Reporting and Staffing Experiments will predominately give information on the flow of illegal aliens into the United
States. Both the Residential and the Industrial Surveys will provide
information on the stock, characteristics, and impact of illegal aliens,
while the Characteristics Study is aimed primarily at characteristics data.
Finally, the Impact of Illegal Aliens on Legals and Related Minority
Groups will provide largely impact data.
·
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Although each of the seven studies carries;{an be repeated later, each
study is designed primarily to secure data within the next t\\lelve months
on the subject af illegal aliens. Each study contains, to a varying
degree, a system for securing comparable information in the future without
repeating the entire study.
Four of the seven parts involve utilization of Service manpower along an
experimental design. Three of these studies, the Border Patrol Staffing
Pattern Experiment, the Border Patrol Sensor Reporting Experiment, and
the Fraudulent Document Study, have already been initiated because of the
long-term nature of these parts of the study. The fourth, the Industrial
Survey will be started early in CY 1976. The fo1lowing chart shows the
estimated cost and timing for each of the studies.
Study

Estimated Cost

Estimated Timing

Border Patrol Staffing
Border Patrol Sensor
Fraudulent Document
Industria 1

$100,000

September, 1975 - June, 1976
Septenber, 1975 - June, 1976
Sept~nber, 1975 - February, 1976
January, 1976 - March, 1976

Residential
Characteristics

$650,000

January, 1976 - March, 1976
January, 1976 - March, 1976

Impact of Illegals on .
Legals
Related Studies (including
Operations Research)

$50,000

$200,000

January, 1976 -

June~

1976

January, 1976 - June, 1976

·As shown in the chart, $200,000 has been allocated for a number of impact and
operations research studies which will be conducted throughout the year.
These studies will include determination of preliminary impacts of illegal
aliens on some of the socio-economic systems of the Uni.ted States and
operations research analyses of !&NS enforcement programs.
These ,operations research studies \·1i1 l experiment with various tactics for
improved border prevention. Examples of such studies are examination of
sensor response capability through strike forces to respond 100 percent
to alarms (perhaps with the assistance of one or two helicopters). or a
cost-benefit study of fully manning the Chu1a Vista Station and eliminating
stations with very small numbers of apprehensi ans.

•

I

- 4 Other such studies wi 11 c01nbine severa 1 enforcement efforts (i.e.,
fingerprinting with interior repatriation, while others might combine
sensor technology such as simulation unc!2r iUO percc:nt directional sensors
with traffic check points (where in existence) to find the most costeffective method or methods of border enforcement. These studies will
provide information on variance of flmvs, deterrence factors and most
importantly on possible managa~ent improvements for an effective border
prevention program. Testing alternative methods and their results will
be essential knowledge for future policy and program change.
At the conclusion of all parts of the Study, with the assistance of the
direction gained from the operations research studies, I&NS will be in a
position to make more sound decisions about program and policy a1ternatives
and to allocate its resources more effectively.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 9, 1975
MEMORANDUM FOR DICK PARSONS
FROM:

LYNN MAY

SUBJECT:

INS Study

This study is the linchpin to our efforts to understand and
resolve the illegal aliens problem. Theoretically it will
give us a much better understanding of their numbers,
locations and impact on our economy.
I am a little concerned about the study's aspirations exceeding
its results, but not being familar with polling method
ologies makes me a poor critic. I have not been able to
ascertain any major flaws in the study in my conversation
with OMB, INS or the Labor Department. If the samples are
true, i t apparently will achieve what it purports.

l'l- t () -1 f;
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THE WHITE HOUSE
•AaHINGTON
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20503

December 3, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. PARSONS
Subject:

Study of Illegal Aliens

You may recall the Immigration and Naturalization Service received
$1 million in FY 1976 to study the size, characteristics, and impact
of the illegal alien population in the United States. Prior to
apportioning 1976 funds, we asked INS for a report on how they
intend to proceed with the study. The INS report is attached
for your review.
If you perceive problems with the study design, this is the time
to register them, though you will see that some components of the
study are already underway. For our part, we believe the study will
focus on the important illegal alien issues, though we do note that
at least a part of the $200 thousand devoted to operations research
will be used to develop methods for dealing with the problem rather
than to measure its characteristics and magnitude.
Comments on the study design will be appreciated.
comments or suggestions by December 10.

Malcolm E. Arnold
Budget Examiner
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UNITED STATES GOVERN!\IENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

CO 1285-P

James F. Hoobler, Director
f.lanage1i1ent Pro9ra.11s and Dudget Staff

DATE:

NOV 1 8 1975

Associate Deputy CaThnissioner
for Planning and Evaluation
Ir.migration and ;:aturalization Service
Report on I&~S Plans for Illegal Alien Study -

There are currently unkno\'.'ll numbers of illegal aliens in the United
States impacting tile health, education, \'/elfare , labor , criminal justice,
and other socio-economic systc'fns. The Ilimigration and Natura 1i zation ·
Service bas been under considerable pressure to detel1lline ti1e ri1agnitude
and real impact of the illegal alien population on the United States,
but heretofore there has b~en no reliable method to assess t:ds major
problem. Available data has been based purely on apprehension data or
singl e 11 horror story" cases which may typify the problem, but this
information alone has qiven us no integrated information as to the
real scope of the illegal alien population. Because of this major need,
$1 mil lion uas requested in our FY 1976 Budget to enable I&ilS to undertake a major stu<... to detennine the size, characteristics , and impact
of the i 11ega1 a 1ien prob1em.
Because of the significant amount of the funds allocated for the Study,
considerable precaution has been taken to ensure that the Study done
with thase funds \·Jill ensure the maximum and optimum results to assist
the Service in policy and resource planning and evaluation and to inform
other Fed era 1 and State agencies of the preliminary impacts of i llega 1
aliens on their various systems .
Under a contract aNarded by LGA, David l:orth of Linton and Company
desig ned a major study to determine the r.iagnitude , characteristics , and
impact of the illegal alien population on the United States . The
forr:iulation of this d2sign ~·1as coordinated with I&i~S at all stages,
includ ing revie•.., by 1~ey Service personnel to ensure t;1e accurncy and
practicability of the design . The final design \·1as completed in iate l·lay.
As a furti1er precaution, Lesko Associates evaluated and validated the
design as a part of a contract to give a preliminary estimate of the
number of illegal aliens in t~e United States and to give the staff in
the Office of Pia•mfag and Eva luation ongoing statistical analysis capability.
This evaluation rmde s011e r.linor modifications in the design to ensure
c001plete statistical validity and reliability.
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The study as designed consists of seven specific but interrelated studies.
These studies and their expected end products are:
Specific Study

End Product

1.

Residential Survey

Data on stock of illegals (numbers,
characteristics, and distribution
within the U.S.)

2.

Border Patrol Staffing
Pattern Experiment

Data on flows of those entering
without inspection across the
Southwest border

3.

Border Patrol Sensor
Reporting Experiment

Data on flows of those entering
without inspection across the
Southwest border

.4.

Frau du 1ent Documentation
Study (air and land ports)

Data on flows of those entering the
country with fraudu 1ent documentation
at air and land ports of entry

5.

Characteristics Study

Data on the detailed characteristics
of il~egal aliens

6.

Industrial Survey

Data on impacts of illegal aliens on
the labor market and their characteristics

7.

Impact of Illegals on
Legal Aliens

Data on impacts of illegal aliens on
legal aliens and related minority
groups

Each study will provide data on flows, stock, characteristics or impacts
of the illegal alien population. The attached chart shows the relationships among the studies and how they relate to the four types of information
to be obtained from the Study as a whole. The Fraudulent Document Study
and the Border Patrol Sensor Reporting and Staffing Experiments will predominately give information on the flm·1 of illegal aliens into the United
States. Both the Residen•ial and the Industrial Surveys will provide
information on the stock, characteristics, and impact of illegal aliens,
while the Characteristics Stuuy is aimed primarily at characteristics data.
Finally, the Irrpact of Illegal Aliens on Legals and Related llinority
Groups will provide largely impact data.

- 3 -
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Although each of the seven studies carries/can be repeated later, each
study is designed primarily to secure data within the next twelve months
on the subject of illegal aliens. Each study contains, to a varying
degree, a system for securing comparable information in the future without
repeating the entire study.
Four of the seven parts involve utilization of Service manpower along an
experimental design. Three of these studies, the Border Patrol Staffing
Pattern Experiment, the Border Patrol Sensor Reporting Experiment, and
the Fraudulent Document Study, have already been initiated because of the
long-term nature of these parts of the study. The fourth, the Industrial
Survey will be started early in CY 1976. The following chart shows the
estimated cost and timing for each of the studies.
Study

Estimated Cost

Estimated Timing

Border Patrol Staffing
Border Patrol Sensor
Fraudulent Document
Industrial

$100,000

September, 1975
Septenber, 1975
September, 1975
January, 1976 -

Residential
Characteristics

$650,000

January, 1976 - March, 1976
January, 1976 - March, 1976

$50,000

January, 1976 - June, 1976

$200,000

January, 1976 - June, 1976

Impact of Illegals on
Legals
Related Studies (including
Operations Research)

- June, 1976
- June, 1976
- February~ 1976
March, 1976

As sh0\'111 in the chart, $200,000 has been allocated for a number of impact and
. operations research studies \'Jhich will be conducted throughout the year.
These studies \-Jill include determination of preliminary impacts of illegal
aliens on some of the socio-economic systems of the United States and
operations research analyses of I&NS enforcement programs.
These operations research studies will experiment with various tactics for
improved border prevention • . Examples of such studies are examination of
sensor response capability through strike forces to respond 100 percent
to alarms (perhaps with the assistance of one or b-10 helicopters}. or a
cost-benefit study of fully manning the Chula Vista Station and eliminating
stations with very sma 11 numbers of apprehensions.

- 4 Other such studi es will co:nbine several enforcement efforts (i.e.,
fingerprinting w1th interior repatriation, while others might combine
sensor technology such as simulation under 100 percent directional sensors
with traffic check points ( ~ere in existence} to find the most costeffective method or methods of border enforcement. These studie s will
provide information on vari ance of fl m-1s, deterrence factors and most
importantly on possible management improvements for an effective border
prevention program. Testing alternative methods and their results wil 1
be es sent i a1 ·knov1l edge for future pol icy u.nd program change.
At the conclusion of all parts of the Study, with the assistance of the
direction gained from the operations research studies, I&NS will be in a
position to make more sound decisions about program and policy alternatives
and to allocate its resources more effectively.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

#7501148

December 10, 1975

MEMORZ\NDUM

FOR JIM CANNON

0

DICK PARSONS

FROM:

LYNN

SUBJECT~

Ray Waldmann's Memo to Jim Cavanaugh
on Il
Aliens

~Z\Y

{

.

THROUGH:

-/:~~

lky

Waldmann forwarded to Cavanaugh a suggestion from Jim Lynn
that either a new Domestic Council Task Force be established
to develop solutions in regard to the influx of illegal
aliens in our country or the old Domestic Council Committee
on Illegal Aliens be reactivated.
Currently the Attorney General is moving, albeit slowly, to
put new li
into the established Committee. He has held
discussions with Secretary Dunlop on the subject and plans
to hold a Cabinet level meeting of the Committee in the next
four to five weeks.
I recommend that you send him the
attached memo (Tab A) querying him on his progress.
Meanwhile, _members of the Secretary of State's. "Interagency
Committee for the Study of Problems Related to Illegal
Mexican Migration into the United States", which is affiliated
with the Domestic Council, held preliminary talks with the
.Mexican government on December 5, as a prelude to a full
scale meeting between the Corumittee and Mexican officials to
discuss possible joint actions to resolve the problem.
Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS~f'."G7"0N

December 10, 1975

.ME.MORt\NDUM FOR:

The Honorable Edward H .
The Attorney General

FROM:

James M. Cannon
As stant to the President for
Domestic Af irs

SUBJECT:

Domestic Council Committee on
Illegal Aliens

The President has asked me about the progress of the Domestic
Council Committee on Illegal Aliens.
I am advised that you
have taken the initiative in this area and I would appreciate
it if you could send me a brief description of your plans for
the Committee.

Deoewber 10, 1975

ttt.. JIOQore.ble S4VUd a. li9'f1
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fte Pnaident bu uJtec! - about tbe prognu of t:ha 0.1•Uc
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